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ABSTRACT

Having additional funds from grants to develop programs is a positive
event for school districts. The major problem in obtaining grants is the
development and writing of the proposal because the current structure of staff
duties does not provide time for this activity. Another issue, for Texas school
districts related to grants, is that the current state funding system limits the
amount of funds that can be raised locally. Grants, therefore, are one of the few
methods to establish new programs because they are not considered as a part of
this state funding formula system.
This qualitative study examined the creation of the grant proposal writer
position at seven school districts across the State of Texas to identify the factors
that lead to its establishment. The study employed an autobiographical form of
self-study research as a starting point due to the researcher being the grant
proposal writer for one of the school districts. At the remaining six school
districts, the individuals who were responsible for the creation of the position
were interviewed, along with the grant proposal writer, to develop themes
concerning the establishment of the position.
The following themes were identified: (1) someone developed a vision for
what the school district could become; (2) this vision called for programs beyond
the current scope of funding; (3) there was an advocate for the creation of the
grant proposal writing position as a means for the funding of this vision; (4) the
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school district perceived grants as a method of providing additional funding; (5)
there was a belief that a person associated with the school district could
successfully merge grant proposal writing and the vision; and (6) the school
district developed a method to write grant proposals. Thus, a clear vision for
what the school district can become, not just a need for increased funding, was
found to be the starting point for development of the grant proposal writing
position. The study, because of the autobiographical form of self-study research,
also discussed the effects of having a successful program of grant proposal
development had on the researcher's school district.

IX

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

When community and other school district stakeholders discuss public
school finance, all agree that acquiring extra funds from non-tax based sources is
a positive event. These additional funds translate into supplemental programs
that are designed to meet students' educational needs, which in turn contribute to
the creation of a climate where educational performance is enhanced. This can
lead to higher standardized test scores which show community stakeholders that
the school district is effectively performing its duty of educating the youth. The
most obvious source for these non-tax based additional funds would flow from
grants (Quinlan, 1995). The major problem with tapping into this flow of funding
is developing and writing the grant proposal. This problem exists because the
current structure of staff duties in most school districts does not provide free time
for staff to write grant proposals. Therefore, if a school district or campus within
a school district wants a grant proposal written, staff members must usually do it
at night and on weekends. One reason that these staff members may be willing
to relinquish their free time is their conviction that their students need the
program that a funded grant proposal would provide. If the grant proposal should
be funded, their first thought is establishing the program to benefit their students.
Staff members may not consider writing another grant proposal unless their
students have continuing educational needs that are not being met by the first
funded grant proposal. Thus, the school district has not created a process for
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tapping into grants as a funding source on a continuing basis. There is not a
school district wide program for grant proposal writing.
The secondary problem associated with developing a grant proposal
writing program is what is the focus of the grant proposals that are being
developed. In other words, what is the "vision" for the school district that that
directs the efforts of the grant proposal writer to the overall goal of improving
public education. In Blueprint for Change from the National Policy Board for
Educational Administration the point was made that "schools now generate the
basic commodity critical to a knowledge-based economy, educated and skillful
and motivated graduates." Schools "...are being thrust into the national spotiight,
and with them school leaders. As public expectations for schools rise ... the
citizenry looks increasingly at principals and superintendents for answers"
(Thomson, 1992, p. v). Deal (1992) stated, "In normal times, people look to
managers for predictable, smooth-running, cost-effective operations. Mangers
help to supply the clarity, certainty, and efficiency required to get the job done
right. In times of crisis, however, good management is not enough. People
facing uncertainty turn to leaders for direction, confidence, and hope. Leaders
encourage long-range vision, spirit, and cohesion when no one is sure about
what the right job really is anymore" (p. 1). The crisis in public education is that
the current system is not producing the levels of education needed for today's
and tomorrow's world (Seeley, 1992). Thus, it is up to public school leaders to
create a new vision of the changes needed to increase the level of education of

all students in all schools and thus add value to the current system of public
education. Sergiovanni (1990) proposed a system of Value-Added Leadership
that brought together many individuals' insights into a new and powerful model of
school leadership practices that directly relates to the creation of a new vision for
what public education can become.
Born and Wilson (2000), in a discussion of school districts attempting the
initiation of school-wide reform, pointed out a "Catch-22" that school districts
need committed resources to build the capacity to attempt to secure the grants
and other philanthropic support to engage school-wide reform; yet those school
districts most in need of supplemental funding have the fewest resources to
commit to securing these funds. This need for the initial support for the program
of grant writing led them to conclude, "...support appears to gravitate toward the
larger districts with the resources to hire a grant writer..." (p. 7) and "Districts that
year after year receive the most significant philanthropic support appear to be
those that use the funding in systematic, coherent ways..." (p. 9). They stated,
"Districts with more discretionary money are hiring full-time grant coordinators to
aggressively pursue private sector support. These professionals, with years of
experience in proposal writing and strong management and communication
skills, usually bring in several times their salary in grants each year" (p. 10).

Statement of the Problem
Since the 1980s, people have been discussing that "tightening of the
financial belt" (Seldin & Maloy, 1981, p. 330) and "declining enrollments and

dwindling budgets" (Maloy & Seldin, 1982, p. 65) have led public school systems
to increasingly look to federal and state grants to support new and innovative
educational programs. These authors made the point that for many school
systems the decision will be "what educational programs must go, rather than
what new program to support" (Seldin & Maloy, 1981, p. 330). In the early
1990s, White and Morgan (1992) discussed the financial straitjacket that most
school systems find themselves in because of a "triad of budget woes of
shrinking tax dollars at the local, state, and federal levels; ever-rising fixed
expenses; and skyrocketing personnel costs" (p. 260). In the late 1990s,
Schnitzer and Nichols (1998) stated that, "Finding novel ways to fund projects
that do not fall under the regular operating budget is important to school leaders
in today's budget-tightening world" (p.1). The reason for this is that it is no longer
enough to have a teacher standing in front of a class imparting his/her wisdom
and then asking students to recite that wisdom on a conventional assessment
measure. Instead, "reformers call for teachers to be facilitators of instruction,
students to be involved in relevant, real-life experiences, and the curriculum to
provide the skills, processes, and knowledge for productive citizenship in the
third millennium....None of these changes come without a price tag - y e t the
needed funding is often outside the reach of the school district's regular
operating budget..." (Schnitzer & Nichols, 1998, p. 1).
One of the main reasons for the cost of innovative educational programs
exceeding the regular operating budget is the high fixed expense of a school

system. The single budget item of salaries and benefits now accounts for almost
80% of an average school district's expenditures. This in turn directly affects the
quality of educational programs because there are not funds available for all the
current programs let alone developing new programs (Rebore, 2001). White and
Morgan (1992) reported that one of the methods that some school systems'
parents have used to ensure the quality of educational programs for their children
is to form educational foundations and other fund-raising organizations to bypass
the limitations of the tax base and raise significant amounts of money. Schnitzer
(1995) made a strong suggestion that principals must become the driving force
behind obtaining grants for their campus if they are to acquire their campus' fair
share of available grant money. The general consensus from the twenty plus
years of discussion about alternative methods for funding public education is that
a coordinated effort to develop additional funds would yield real benefits to public
preK-12 education.
Thompson, Wood, and Honeyman (1994), in their book on fiscal
leadership for school districts, pointed out that school boards in general are
conservative with public funds which would lead to reluctance to create a position
like a grant proposal writer that is not common to other neighboring school
districts. Regardless of the number of people that suggest the position will pay
for itself (Born & Wilson, 2000; Macy Research Associates, 1997; Maloy &
Seldin, 1982; Schnitzer, 1995; Seldin & Maloy, 1981; White & Morgan 1992), the
school board would either need a change in state funding practices or some

guarantee that the funds used to staff this position would benefit the school
district. Regardless of the success that higher education institutions have had in
generating alternative funding sources, the conservative nature of school boards
and the lack of guaranteed results are two of the main reasons why having a
grant proposal writer and/or a development office is not an accepted practice for
preK-12 school systems (White & Morgan, 1992).
In the state of Texas, recent court decisions and subsequent legislative
changes for funding public school districts have set the stage for school boards
to consider creation of the position of grant proposal writer and/or development
office. The Edgewood v. Kirby case, originally styled as Edgewood v. Bynum,
went to trial in January 1987, and began the process of changing the method of
funding for Texas public schools. On June 1,1987, State District Court Judge
Harley Clark issued a ruling that the system for funding Texas public schools was
in violation of the Texas Constitution and thus began an eight year battle to
develop a constitutional method for funding public education that ended with
Senate Bill 1 (1995). The main effect of the court challenges and legislative
responses was to develop a system in which the amount of local funds that a
school district could raise was limited so that the inequities between rich and
poor school districts was eliminated (Walker & Casey, 1996). In Senate Bill 4
(1999), several programs that once were tied to a school district's average daily
attendance were changed to a grant process where a school district was required
to write a grant proposal to obtain these funds.

Case Study Research and Related
Theoretical Methodoloqies
"... in research, finding the right questions to ask is half the battie, the idea
being that only after you know clearly just what it is you want to learn can you
proceed to come to grips with your problems" (Pfeiffer, 1968, p. 4). Thus stated,
the issue is to seek the most effective method for determining the factors that
contribute to a school district's decision to create the grant proposal writer.
That the position of grant proposal writer is not currently widespread in
Texas school districts is seen in the fact that the position does not have a Public
Education Information Management System (REIMS) code. Therefore, studying
multiple cases where school districts have created the position would provide
greater insight to the factors that contribute to the formation of the position. This
collective case study methodology allows for both within-case (unique to the site)
and cross-case (common to several sites) analysis (Stake, 1994). This form of
multi-site case study relies "on the presentation of solid descriptive data, so that
the researcher leads the reader to an understanding of the meaning of the
experience under study" (Janesick, 1994, p. 215). In the final interpretive phase,
the researcher reports the "lessons learned" from the cases (Lincoln & Guba,
1985). Glaser (1978) recommended using this final interpretive phase or
conclusion as an opportunity to show the contribution of the work to formal theory
by "brief comparative analysis with data from experience, knowledge and the
literature, and by raising the conceptual level" (p. 133). In order to accomplish

this goal of the case study methodology, this researcher will employ techniques
from two theoretical methods: grounded theory and systems analysis.
The methodologies from qualitative research procedures and techniques
proposed by Strauss and Corbin (1990) and developed by Glaser and Strauss
(1967) will be employed in analysis of the multiple case studies. Though this
study will not attempt to develop a grounded theory and/or a systems analysis
concerning the creation of the grant proposal writer position because the
research is currently at "the finding the right questions to ask" level of
understanding, taking the first steps in developing such a framework should aid
in the decision process of school districts which are considering the creation of
the position of grant proposal writer.
Grounded theory is inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon
it represents through discovery, development, and provisional verification from
systematically collected data and analysis of the data pertaining to the
phenomenon. The purpose of grounded theory is to build a theory that is faithful
to and illuminates the topic under study. A well-constructed grounded theory will
meet four central criteria forjudging the applicability of a theory to a
phenomenon: fit, understanding, generality, and control. If a theory is faithful to
everyday occurrences and is carefully induced from diverse data sources, then it
should fit that substantive area. Because the developed theory represents that
reality, it should make sense to both the persons who were studied and to other
participants in that area. If the data upon which the theory is based are
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comprehensive and the interpretation is conceptual and broad, then the theory
should be abstract enough and include sufficient variation to provide applicability
to a variety of contexts related to the studied phenomenon. Finally, the theory
should provide control with regard to action toward the phenomenon because the
hypotheses proposing the relationships among the concepts that lead to the
development of the grounded theory are derived from actual data that related
specifically to only the phenomenon under study.
Since this theoretical framework of grounded theory provides a system by
which concepts and relationships among these concepts are provisionally tested
and a theory developed, additional methodologies from systems analysis will be
employed to further the understanding of the multiple cases of this study. The
system analysis methodology seeks to identify how the components of a
functional system work together as a whole to arrive at an end product; how what
is done in one part of the system affects the rest of the system. The systems
analysis approach as described by Pfeiffer (1968), allows for the determination of
the effect that changing one part of an educational organization has on the entire
organization. The intended and unintended effects that a change in the
organizational structure of a school system causes can be identified and a model
can be created that can be generalized to other real world settings. Salisbury
(1996) also pointed out how system analysis allows one to determine the
underlying reason(s) for why change occurred, which allows for the model that is
created to have practical decision implications.

Though not directly related to this study, the concepts of Bullough and
Pinnegar (2001) regarding aspects of autobiographical forms of self-study
research must be included in a discussion of research methodologies since the
initial pilot study that laid the foundations of this study used this active-participant
self-study research design. The warning was given that "self-study research is to
provoke, challenge, and illuminate rather than confirm and settie" (p. 20). Thus,
great care must be taken to evaluate the findings of this study to critically
scrutinize the interpretations of the data and ask the "so what" question so that
the resulting conclusions will have application in the real world.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to discover the factors that contribute to a
school district creating a grant proposal writer position through a multiple case
study design. It is intended that knowing these factors will assist the central
office administration and school boards of school districts in deciding if the
creation of a grant proposal writer position at their school district would have a
positive effect on achieving long-range performance goals.

Research Question
The following research question guided the current study: What are the
factors that contribute to a school district's decision to create a grant proposal
writer position?
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Delimitations
The delimitations of this study are:
1. Only school districts in the State of Texas will be used as data sources.
2. Only school districts that have created the position of grant writer on at
least a half-time basis will be used as data sources.
3. Only school districts that have created the position of grant writer since
1992 will be used as data sources.
4. School districts that are in the process of creating the position of grant
writer will be used as data sources.
5. School districts that contract their grant proposal writing will be used as
data sources.

Limitations
The limitations on this study are as follows:
1. The population of this study is confined to the school districts that
respond to grant proposal writer's listserv request and/or provided by
various other grant proposal writers, Texas Educational Agency
employees, and Educational Service Center employees.
2. This study will be limited to collecting data on the creation stage of
developing the grant proposal writing position and cannot be projected
beyond that point in the process of acquiring alternative funding.
3. The study is qualitative in nature and generalizability of results is
limited to schools similar to the ones included in this study.
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Assumptions
Assumptions that are made for this study:
1. The information given by respondents provides a valid reflection of
their experiences concerning the creation of the grant writing position
and are given freely in confidence.
2. The school districts are using or will be using the grant proposal writer
to actively seek continuing sources of funding for educational
programs.
3. The school districts will permit the grant proposal writer, central office
administrators, and others involved in the decision to create the grant
writer position to be interviewed and freely provide information about
the process in confidence.
4. The school districts will provide any written records concerning the
creation of the position freely in confidence.
5. The school district personnel interviewed will be willing to provide
multiple inten/iews and data checking.

Definition of Terms
Grant Proposal Writer - a person who is active in a majority of the
processes of developing a program for funding, researching the funding sources,
and writing the submitted grant to the funding agency. This person may or may
not be involved in the administration of the grant once funded.
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Innovative programs - educational, social-counseling, and/or staff
development programs that are designed to expand and extend school districts
activities beyond the current level.
Non-taxed based funds - funding sources other than the traditional local
or state taxes that are dedicated for public educational purposes.
Program of Grant Proposal Writing - a system by which a school district
attempts to fund various educational programs on a continuing basis though nontraditional tax based sources.
Vision - the development of strategic plans that are designed to raise
student academic performance, increase staff knowledge though professional
development, and create a school culture that promotes excellence in education.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter will review the literature from several fields that is pertinent to
the purpose of developing insight into the factors that contribute to a school
district's decision to create a grant writer position. The literature reviewed in this
chapter will focus on the reasons why school districts create new positions in
general and related topics in school district management, the effect that changing
the vision for public education has had on school districts, changes in school
finance in Texas that support the creation of the grant writer position, and
information directly concerning the grant writer position.

Creation of Positions in a Public School Setting
Staffing decisions are one of the more important responsibilities that
administrators have in public schools. These decisions directly affect the quality
of the education that their students receive and account for almost 80% of a
normal school district's budget (Smith, 1998). Webb, Greer, Montello, and
Norton (1987), described the effects that filling a position can have on a school
district as being "One of the quickest ways to make an important improvement in
the services of a school" (p. 77). Gallagher, Bagin, and Kindred (1996) gave a
method for the effective setting of goals for a school district. Their major focus
was that school district administrators need to be proactive in communicating
their vision to both the public and the staff. Keeping both of these groups
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informed makes the process of school change more effective. Meek (1999)
reflected this same theme. Effective communication was seen as a way to: (1)
strengthen the partnership of parents and the school; (2) promote school
activities and events; (3) explain school programs and school benefits; (4)
enhance the image of the schools; and (5) promote support for education in the
community. In terms of creating the grant writing position, the communication
would need to clearly outiine how this position would advance the goals of the
school district. By providing a proactive vision of what the grant writer could
provide to the school district in terms of providing additional educational
programs, stakeholder support for the position would be gained.
Views on the Structure of School District Management
Of all the advanced nations in the world, the United States is unique in the
emphasis it places upon local participation in the conduct of public schools. The
fifty states are preeminent in the management of education with all but Hawaii
having developed systems by which local school districts are delegated the
power, authority, and responsibility to educate the youth of their community
(Jones & Walters, 1994). Because of this local control, each school district's
specific staff positions may vary but in general reflect an organizational system
that conforms to the following pattern: People •* School Board ^
Superintendent •* Assistant Superintendents -^ Principals •» Assistant
Principals •> Teachers / with support staff included at many of the levels (Smith,
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1998). This basic top down hierarchical structure has its roots in the scientific or
factory model of school management. (Webb et al., 1987)
The scientific or factory model of school management had its roots in the
work of Frederick W. Taylor, chief engineer of a Pennsylvania steel company.
Taylor's concept of management was set forth in Scientific Management (1911)
where he was highly critical of the practice of "soldering," whereby employees
made a pretense of working while really loafing. Taylor's management methods
required managers to plan in advance the daily tasks of each worker and detail
the specific procedures for completing them. The manager was to enforce the
standards for completing the task and arrange the necessary relationships and
cooperation for accomplishing each task efficiently. Taylor stated, "the principal
object of management should be to secure the maximum prosperity for the
employer, coupled with the maximum prosperity for each employee" (p. 9). The
art of management was "knowing exactly what you want men to do, and then
seeing that they do it in the best and cheapest way" (p. 21). Taylor's
management concepts, which he identified as the task system, claimed that
efficiency and production were conditioned primarily by:
1. The identification of tasks - scientific methods should be used
by managers to discover the most efficient ways to perform
minute aspects of every task.
2. The seti:ing of controlled conditions and specified equipment for
completing each task - the procedures for doing the task and
the time specifications for completion had to be stated and
enforced.
3. An incentive system that rewarded efficiency and high
production - merit pay and job incentives were essential in the
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compensation process; punishment or personal loss in case of
failure also was to be considered.
4. Planning work and controlling its accomplishment were the
responsibilities of management - workers were to be hired to
carry out the plans under close supervision.
Taylor's ideas and personnel concepts were accepted by managers with
enthusiasm for two understandable reasons. First, the results of the
implementation of the concepts proved to be extraordinarily effective in
increasing results. Second, management methods of the early 1900s were
largely pragmatic, anecdotal in nature and in need of professional study. (Webb
et al., 1987) Taylor's workable management ideas were readily accepted by
practitioners in educational administration as well as in the business arenas.
Educational administration, like business, was in need of professional direction
and improvement. Callahan (1962) noted, "The situation in American education
after 1911 demanded leaders who were oriented toward the business side of
education, not the social or philosophical side" (p. 180). He further stated that, "in
the academic year of 1899-1900, Teachers College offered only two courses in
administration...But from 1914 on, the growing response to the pressures
(business efficiency), Teachers College began to give more attention to business
methods, finance, and the adaptation of efl'iciency methods to schools in its
standard courses in administration" (pp. 196-197). Thus, the stage was set for
schools, in order to be efficient, to exemplify the principles of scientific
management.
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Lawler (1992) called this hierarchical structure or factory model the
control-oriented approach or rational model. The rational model involves the
following assumptions (Patterson, Purkey, & Parker, 1986, pp. 52-54):
1. Organizations have clear-cut goals that are understood and
accepted by all members and the activities of the organization
are planned and coordinated for the purpose of achieving those
objectives.
2. Information is available to decision makers to help them make
informed decisions necessary to achieve the organization's
goals.
3. Administrators have sufficient control to ensure compliance with
long-range plans of the organization.
4. The external environment of the organization is stable and
predictable and has little influence on decisions made within the
organization.
The second approach Lawler (1992) labeled was the involvement-oriented
approach or the natural systems model. In the natural systems model
managerial decision-making power is delegated to the level of the organization at
which the work is done. The natural systems model involves the following
assumptions (Patterson etal., 1986, pp. 54-57):
1. Organizations have multiple, competing sets of goals that are
sometimes ambiguous.
2. Having access to information, support, and resources is the
basis for the power to make things happen. This power is
distributed throughout the organization, not just at the upper
levels of the managerial hierarchy.
3. No one group or individual has sufficient information or power to
compel a high degree of coordination in the pursuit of goals;
decisions are the outcome of bargaining and compromise.
4. The external environment undergoes constant change, is
somewhat unpredictable, and seeks to influence decisions
made within the organization.
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The differences between the two views of organization have to do with the
way work is organized, managed, and staffed. The rational model attempts to
simplify and standardize tasks and to assign responsibility for certain functions to
specific staff members. The natural systems model attempts to deal with tasks
as they relate to the larger whole and to form teams of staff members who bring
different skills that can be used to solve problems. These two different views
affect staffing decisions in that in the rational model a position is created to serve
a specific organizational need, while in the natural systems model the need to
have more skills to solve a problem lead to the need for more staff who have
additional skills (Seyfarth, 1996).

Long-Range Planning and Staffing
The process of developing long-range plans for a school district greatly
affects the staffing that will be needed to accomplish the plans. In the business
world, this type of planning was termed strategic planning. Pfeiffer, Goodstein,
and Nolan (1986, p. 3) defined strategic planning as:
... the process by which an organization envisions its future and
develops the necessary procedures and operations to achieve that
future. This vision of the future state of the organization provides
both the direction in which the organization should move and the
energy to begin that move.
When an organization has "envisioned its future," it has begun the process of
strategic planning or developing long-range plans. Strategic human resources
planning or the creation of new staff position is an organized process of enabling
a school district to achieve its mission by the effective anticipation of human
19

resource needs. The plans developed by this process must be directly related to,
and congruent with, the organization-wide strategic plan. The staffing needs of
an effective school district flow from this strategic or long-range plan that was
developed to anticipate changing needs in the community. Therefore, it is
important that this plan represent both the external society and the internal
school district environment as an initial part of the planning activity. Smith (1998,
pp. 20-22) pointed out several reasons for this:
1. Schools are a subset of society and as such are reflective and
dependent upon it.
2. An examination of past trends allows us to understand the
present and anticipate the future.
3. Schools have been called upon by society to solve many of its
problems. A thorough understanding of such problems provides
an opportunity for taking appropriate action with regard to
program and personnel development.
4. Schools and the school staff are part of this culture. An
understanding of the culture helps administrators understand
and meet staff needs.

Creation of Specific Positions
Most school districts tend to use the rational model in creating positions to
serve specific school district needs (Webb et al., 1987). This can be seen in one
school district's guidelines for creating the job description for new positions.
Lubbock Independent School District: Guidelines for Preparing
Position Descriptions
These guidelines are designed to help you in terms of its basic
purpose, principal accountability, and relationship to other positions
in the District and its dimensions.
Accurate, current position descriptions serve several purposes:
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Employee Communication
Writi:en descriptions facilitate communication to
employees on what an employee's role is in the
organization. They outiine the principal expectations and
specific responsibilities associated with the position.
Position Evaluation
The position description captures information on an
employee's expected contribution to the District. It is an
objective, unbiased statement which can be used to
measure the value of the position and establish future
compensation levels.
Performance Appraisal
The principal accountabilities are translated into
measurable, short-term objectives or end results.
Employee achievements measured against these
expectations form the basis for pert'ormance appraisal,
sound compensation decisions and the establishment of
constructive employee development and succession
planning concepts.
(Ann Graves, March 12, 2000; personal communication)

This school district's document shows that the thinking concerning the creation of
new position(s) tends to focus on the practical considerations.
History of the Creation of the Principal
and Superintendent Positions
With the exception of the teacher, every other position common to modern
school districts was once a new position. One of the best-documented historical
records of the creation of positions that seem common today concerns the
positions of principal and superintendent.
Prior to 1900, the school(s) of a community were locally run. Parents
and/or religious groups of the local community administered the school. Schools
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were locally administered because these groups were reluctant to delegate the
proper education of their children to persons outside the home or the church.
The title of Selectman was commonly given to the group of persons from the
community chosen to administer the school. Selectmen exercised tight control
over the policies of the school, the supervision of the curriculum, and the
personal habits of the teachers (Lucio & McNeil, 1969).

Principal Position
As the size of towns increased, the size of their schools likewise
increased; the need for an administrator became more apparent as schools with
only one or two teachers were combined to form more efficient schools. As
these larger schools were created, more authority was given to the head teacher
by the local school boards because the administrative duties were consuming too
much of these local board's time (Wood, Nicholson, & Findley, 1985). Ensign
(1923) reported that, "At Phillips Andover...the official title of Eliphalet Pearson,
the first head was preceptor, but in the records he is frequently referred to as
principal Pearson; and in 1786 the titie was so designed in the contract of the
new principal" (p. 187). The school principalship developed into an official staff
position as the head teacher assumed increasing responsibility for the
administration of the local school and the term Principal came into common use.
Bookbinder (1992, p. 10) identified several factors which contributed to the
early development of the principalship:
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1. The rapid growth of the cities during the 1850-1900 period and
subsequent problems accompanying the schooling of an ever
expanding school age population,
2. the grading of schools and the introduction of new sets of
management problems related to the coordination of pupils and
curriculum,
3. the reorganization of schools and the consolidation of
departments under a single administrative head, and
4. the establishment of the position of a head assistant to free the
principal from teaching responsibilities
Many of the duties prescribed by lay boards of education for the principal prior to
1850 were clerical in nature. By the late 1800's the emphasis shifted from the
maintenance of records and reports to matters of school organization and
general management. By 1900, the principal had become the directing manager,
rather than the presiding teacher of the school. Principals were required to
assume increased responsibility for the daily management of schools and had by
this time acquired some elements of power and their position carried with it
increased prestige. As Pierce (1934, p. 211) noted:
The right to graduate pupils on the basis of the principal's
standards, the right to have orders or suggestions to teachers given
only through the medium of principal, and the right to a voice in
transfers and assignments of teachers connected with their school,
the right to direct teachers, enforce safeguards to protect the health
and morals of pupils, supervise and rate janitors, require the
cooperation of parents, and requisition educational supplies.
all became a part of the principal's duties. Because of these duties, the principal
often had considerably more formal education than other staff members at the
school; a tradition that continued until the last few decades (Armstrong, Henson,
& Savage, 1989). Thus, the principal was the first professional officer with
administrative and supervisory duties. But just as the position of principal was
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created in response to the increasing size of a school, as communities began to
have more than one school a movement towards centralization of control of all
the schools within a community was building that resulted in the creation of a
superintendent of schools position (Atkinson & Maleska, 1962).
Superintendent Position
Records indicate that New York appointed the first State Superintendent
of Common Schools in 1812. The appointment lasted for nine years before the
duties were placed in the office of State Secretary. The independent position
was re-established in 1853 (Sharp & Walter, 1997). Michigan was credited with
having the first state-level administrative position that has been in continuous
operation (Cubberly, 1927). In 1837 the city of Cleveland established a board of
managers to operate the public school system. This first school board lasted four
years and at this time was replaced by an individual who was given the title of
school manager. The city of Baltimore made a request in 1848 to the city council
for a school superintendent. This request was denied. By 1870, 29
superintendents of schools served across the nation (Lucio & McNeil, 1969).
The National Association of School Superintendents was established in 1866. In
1870, this association merged with the National Teachers' Association and the
American Normal School Association to form the National Education Association
(Fanner, 1945).
Pnor to 1900, there was little evidence of an organized central personnel
ofl^ice in most school systems. After 1900, the management of schools began to
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be based on the factory model. Since most factories had a single boss or leader,
the concept of having a superintendent of a school district became more
accepted and widespread. Additionally, another common practice in industry of a
business administrator who dealt with compensation, records, and supported
personnel matters was adopted by larger school districts. This translated into the
assistant superintendent position in a school setting. These two positions
assumed most of the personnel and physical plant issues of running a school.
By this time most schools did have building principals that served in part-time
administrative roles with some teaching responsibilities. During the first half of
the 20'^^ century, this structure of school administration was refined and expanded
into the common form that we have today (Moore, 1966). Administration and
personnel practices were greatly influenced by developments in scientific
management, human relations, and the behavioral sciences that were occurring
at this same time. From the 1950s through the 1980s, these functions performed
by central office staff became a totally integrated part of schools. (Webb et al.,
1987)
Vision in Public Education
According to Seeley (1992b), "Some practitioners are openly hostile attacking vision as 'pie-in-the-sky.' They see it as a diversion from the practical
needs of the 'real' world, like increased budgets and smaller classes. Most often,
however, I find that many practitioners just don't see much need for vision. If
schools need improvement, isn't it enough just to choose some good new
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programs and get on with implementing them (assuming someone will pay for
them)? Why do we need vision? We don't have time for such highfalutin ideas. If
policy boards want to use 'vision' as their latest buzz word, that's O.K., but it
doesn't have anything to do with how we run schools, which just requires good
practical 'know-how' and the ability to 'implement' things" (p. 4). This is why in the
early 1980s vision was largely shunned in public education circles and visionary
tended to mean impractical and unrealistic. Thinking in the late 1980s through
the present has shifted to recognize vision as an essential characteristic of
educational leaders (ASCD, 1987 & 1992; Bolman & Deal, 1991; Burns, 1978;
Deal, 1992; Fullan, 2001; Hord, 1992; Kouzes & Posner, 1987; Murphy, 1990;
National Leadership Network, 1991; Renchler, 1991; Seeley, 1992a;
Sergiovanni, 1987; Sergiovanni, 1990; Shelve & Schoenheit, 1987; Thomson,
1992; Tobia & Hord, 2002). This shift occurred because the public, the press and
the professional school practitioners share a keen desire for their schools to
become a place where all students achieve to high standards which lead to
demands for major policy reforms (Fullan, 2001). But if major policy reforms that
depend on visionary leadership are to be implemented and the school leaders
who are expected to implement them do not provide the required visionary
leadership, only modest success may be achieved. The National Governors'
Association highlighted the need for educational restructuring in From Rhetoric to
Action making it clear that "leading and managing a restructuring effort requires
communicating a vision for systemic change" and that principals "must provide
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the vision to help shape new school structures and organizational arrangements"
(1991, pp. 42-43). Tobia and Hord (2002) also pointed out that the problems are
a lack of understanding about what should happen during implementation of a
change on a campus or school district can cause, "Many educators, from
policymakers to principals and classroom teachers, believe that if a school or
distnct adopts a new program, somehow - after a workshop or two - the new
program will be used effectively in classrooms and student learning results will
improve in short measure. This 'giant leap' in thinking overlooks the significant
work that must occur between the adoption of a program and the realization of
student gains" (p. 1). Hord (1992) identified six strategies that can help schools
and school leaders successfully maneuver this giant leap and operate in a new
way that results in improved student achievement. These six strategies were: (1)
Creating an atmosphere and culture for change; (2) Developing and
communicating the vision; (3) Planning and providing resources; (4) Providing
training and development; (5) Monitoring and checking progress; and (6)
Continuing to give assistance.
Vision has no single, simple definition. It can mean anything from a
general awareness of the need for change, to a vague outiine of what should be
changed, to a detailed blueprint of an alternative future. It can denote a radical
change from the existing structure, or a commitment to excellence within the
present structure. It can be discussed as the brain-child of a visionary leader or
the shared vision of a group of people. Like leadership, to which it is so closely
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related, vision is a highly elusive concept (ASCD, 1987; Bolman & Deal, 1991;
Fullan, 2001; Kouzes & Posner, 1987; Mitchell, 1990). The general thread that
runs through virtually all definitions is that vision is some kind of goal-oriented
mental construct that guides people's behavior. Vague as this is, it clearly sets
vision apart from other concepts that might motivate human behavior, such as
instinctual drives, external rewards, or orders from above. Although often
described or symbolized by a single, simple image or slogan - "A man on the
moon by the end of the decade"; "Quality is Job 1"; "No Child Left Behind" - it is
in fact almost always a cluster of beliefs and images, involving in the case of
educational visions such components as "educational philosophies, values,
missions, goals, school cultures" (Renchler, 1991, p.1), that provides a
sufficiently coherent and comprehensive picture of a desirable and feasible future
state to motivate action in a purposeful way.
Clearly the underlying reason why vision has become such a prominent
concern, even though there is no specific definition of the term, is the increasing
demand for much higher levels of achievement in American education. To
produce better results means changing what is being done, and changing what is
being done requires having some vision of what changes have to be made to
produce the desired results. Schools "are being thrust into the national spotiight,
and with them school leaders. As public expectations for schools rise, as the
president's six national educational goals contrast with the growing dysfunctions
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of classroom and family, the citizenry looks increasingly at principals and
superintendents for answers" (Thomson, 1992, p. v). Deal (1992) reminded us.
In normal times, people look to managers for predictable, smoothrunning, cost-effective operations. Managers help to supply the
clarity, certainty, and efficiency required to get the job done right.
In times of crisis, however, good management is not enough.
People facing uncertainty turn to leaders for direction, confidence,
and hope. Leaders encourage long-range vision, spirit, and
cohesion when no one is sure about what the right job really is
anymore (p. 1).
So long as there was not such an emphasis on measurable results, a school
administrator could make a reputation as a visionary leader by installing flashy
new programs and innovations whether or not they actually produced increased
learning for students. Now that people are focusing on outcomes, there is an
increasing demand to show that the innovations will actually produce the desired
results. Therefore, demand for increased educational results is forcing educators
and the public to deflne more carefully what results they are really looking for.
What is being found is that the system itself has to be changed in fundamental
ways and this has created a demand for a different kind of vision for public
schools.
In 1978, James Burns, in his book Leadership, begin the discussion about
the difference between transactional and transforming leader. The basic
difference was that the transactional leader looks toward "...exchanging one
thing for another: jobs for votes, or subsidies for campaign contributions..." (p. 4)
while transforming leaders "...look for potential motives in followers, seek to
satisfy higher needs, and engage the full person of the followers. The result of
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transforming leadership is a relationship of mutual stimulation and elevation that
converts followers into leaders and may convert leaders into moral agents" (p. 4).
During the late 1980s, policy leaders began to conclude thatfirst-orderchanges,
those that mirror transactional orientations, such as smaller classes, new
instructional programs, changes in discipline code, improved staff development,
etc., were not enough to increase student achievement to desired levels, and that
basic change was needed in the underlying culture of schools and in the
structure of goals, roles and relationships of the system, i.e., restructuring - or
what Cuban calls second order changes (Cuban, 1988). This kind of change
calls for a different kind of vision where the leader has to visualize not just how a
new program or practice would work, but how whole new sets of expectations,
relationships, accountability structures, etc., would fit together into a coherent
whole that could work as a system. Thus, in applying this to schools, "the
establishment and maintenance of a vision is thought by scholars in leadership
and school effectiveness to be a cornerstone, or absolutely essential to the
functioning of an institution such as an effective school" (Dantiey, 1989, p. 245).
Furthermore, the way in which modern management and leadership theory sees
vision operating to produce effective organizations is highly compatible with the
emerging new system vision for public education. Instead of the old bureaucratic
model for command and control, modern management theory sees far more
productivity and excellence coming from vision-driven organizations, with much
more autonomy for carrying out the vision delegated to those producing the
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product or dealing with the customers or clients, and much more collaboration
among the participants on the grounds that success requires "virtually everyone's
commitment" (Peters & Waterman, 1982, p. 17; Blankstein, 1992; BonstingI,
1992; Deming, 1988; Fullan, 2001; Keams & Doyle, 1988; Rhodes, 1992).
A new vision for public education requires school leaders to become risktakers in promoting change. The risk-taking that is required comes from the
need for change. The more fundamental and complex the change proposed, the
more uncertain the outcomes and the bigger the risks. The vision that is taking
shape for restructuring public education is nothing if not fundamental and
complex. Responsible leaders do not take risks for the sake of taking risks; they
take risks in order to realize a worthwhile vision. They weigh the risks of staying
with the status quo, and they weigh the benefits and risks of various alternatives.
The willingness to take risks comes from the strength of their convictions that
there must be change and that their vision of the change needed can work. It is
this that gives them the passion and perseverance needed to stay with change
and overcome the obstacles and failures that usually accompany any serious
change efforts (Sergiovanni, 1990 & 1992; Seeley, 1992b). The level of
dissatisfaction with the status quo determines how much risk people are willing to
take in shifting to something new.
There is increasing recognition that "management is a deeply moral and
ethical undertaking" and that we "need leaders who combine hardheaded realism
with a deep commitment to values and purposes larger than themselves"
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(Bolman & Deal, 1991, p. xiv). Through dialogue and democratic decisionmaking the vision of a school or school system must "reflect the hopes and
dreams, the needs and interests, the values and beliefs of everyone that has a
stake in the enterprise" (Sergiovanni, 1990, p. 57). In a democratic community,
no one person's private vision can become the shared vision of the group, the
"value system for living together.. . that provides the basis for decisions and
actions" (Sergiovanni, 1990, p. 57) - except to the extent that people buy into it
and give it their loyalty (Seeley, 1981; YukI, 1989). No matter how much the
responsibility for devising and acting upon a new vision for a school or school
system may be shared, however, leaders remain personally responsible for the
role they play in maintaining existing visions or shaping new ones. This means
that preparation programs need to help them become equipped to examine and
reexamine their own values. As Covey (1989) points out, "because of our unique
human endowments, we can write new programs for ourselves totally apart from
our instincts and training, but then we become responsible for the programs we
write" (p. 70).
In any journey it helps to know where you are going. Or, as Vince
Lombardi put it, "If you don't know what the end result is supposed to look like,
you can't get there" (Kouzes & Posner, 1987, p. 89). The vision that is now taking
shape for a new kind of public education system based on high expectations for
all children and the teamwork and collaboration of home, school and community
to meet these expectations, holds great promise for providing a better
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educational future. But this vision will never be realized this unless there are
leaders who commit to it and support others in the community to achieve it. As
the ancient biblical proverb says: "Where there is no vision, the people perish"
(Smith, 1974, p. 667). In the public education system this translates into having
a clear vision or mental picture of what a campus or school district might look like
in an improved state. The effective leader works with the staff to create this clear
image of what "...a new program will look like when it is functioning in the school
or classroom in a high quality way. When a staff has collaborated on developing
a shared vision, each individual... has a clear picture of what they must do to
accomplish the desired change...[and] ...how their role supports the overall
program. A compelling vision reflects the values held by the staff and
stakeholders and drives all decisions made at a school. "In order to foster a
common understanding about the vision, effective leaders use every opportunity
to refer to the vision of the school during school and community meetings,
personal interactions, and written communications..." (Tobia & Hord, 2002, p. 2).
Texas School Finance
The method to fund public education has been debated in Texas since the
earty 1980s when state revenue constraints, resulting from lower taxes from oil,
gas, and the general state sales tax, put the legislator's in the unfamiliar dilemma
of whether to increase state taxes or curb spending. The lawmaker's chose the
latter option of only spending those funds necessary to carry out the current state
law. In June 1983, Governor Mark White appointed a Select Committee on
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Public Education chaired by H. Ross Perot. The committee was charged with
investigating the financing of education in Texas and making recommendations
for reform of the system. In April 1984, the committee presented its
recommendations that consisted of the following: an appointed State Board of
Education, structural changes to the school flnance system, increased teacher
salaries, a career ladder program for classroom teachers, smaller class sizes, a
longer school day and year, restrictions on extracurricular activities, and prekindergarten education. In a special session in the summer of 1984, state
legislators developed a sweeping reform of school finance in the form of House
Bill 72. The law changed nearly every aspect of public education finance in the
state while mandating three new programs: prekindergarten education for
disadvantage 4-year-olds, summer bilingual education programs for limitedEnglish-speaking 4- and 5-year-olds, and class size maximums of 22 in grades
K-4 (Walker & Casey, 1996, pp. 12-13). In each of the next three years.
Governor White called special sessions to attempt to deal with funding issues
that House Bill 72 left unresolved.
Then in January 1987, what would become the most important single
event in leading to changes in public education financing, the Edgewood v. Kirby
case (originally styled as Edgewood v. Bynum) went to trial (Walker & Casey,
1996). The school district plaintiffs sued stating that the current system of school
finance created by House Bill 72 violated the Texas Constitution. On June
1,1987, the State District Court ruled that the current system of school finance
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did violate the Texas Constitution. The Texas Supreme Court, after a series of
appeals, established May 1,1990, as the deadline for the Legislature to act along
with enjoining the distribution of state funds if a new constitutional system for the
funding of public schools was not developed.
In response to the Court verdict, the Legislature met in special sessions
from February 27 to June 7, 1990. When the May 1 deadline was reached
without a reform bill, state District Court Judge F. Scott McCown stayed the
injunction until June 1 and appointed three special masters to draw up a courtordered plan should the Legislature fail to act. By June 1, a bill had not been
enacted. The court's master's preliminary plan, which involved radical
redistribution of existing educational appropriations, was released but the court
extended the legislative deadline to June 20. On June 7,1990, Governor William
Clements signed Senate Bill 1 into law. The district court then determined that
Senate Bill 1 would be effective for the 1990-91 school year pending continuing
hearings in the Edgewood case. On September 24,1990, the Court concluded
that the Senate Bill 1 (1990) school finance system remained unconstitutional.
The Court granted the Legislature until September 1, 1991, to develop a
constitutional method of funding or face the enjoining of the both state and local
educational funds.
Senate Bill 351 (1991) and House Bill 2885 (1991) were the legislative
responses and made significant internal changes to the structure of Texas public
school finance. The bills created 188 "county education districts" (CEDs) that
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included all school districts. Each CED board became a vehicle for levying a tax
each year to collect the local fund assignment (local share of the foundation
program) of all component school districts. Because the local tax base would
vary and the Legislature did not set the rate, it was hoped that the CED's would
skirt the issue of a state property tax.
In January 1992, the Court held that the CED tax was unconstitutional
because: (1) school district taxes were levied without local voter approval and (2)
the tax constituted a state property tax. Governor Ann Richards called for a
special session in November 1992 to address the public schoolfinanceissue.
Facing the June 1, 1993, deadline, the Legislature approved three constitutional
amendments for the May 1, 1993, ballot that allowed for the following: (1)
provided limited recapture and redistribution of local property tax revenues, (2)
permitted school districts to not comply with state mandated programs unless the
mandate was funded or enacted by a two-thirds vote of each house, and (3)
provided authorization of general obligation bonds for the construction of school
facilities. All three amendments were rejected by substantial margins by the
voters and Senate Bill 7 (1993) emerged as the legislative response to the
continuing Edgei^ooof case.
Senate Bill 7 (1993) was challenged as being unconstitutional immediately
by the original Edgewood plaintiffs but the Supreme Court ruled on January 30,
1995 that the law was constitutional. Because of this, for thefirsttimein six
years school finance took a legislative back seat. However, in 1999, the
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legislator passed Senate Bill 4 (1999), which provided a system in which school
districts could write grants for programs that were not tied to the fund caps that
lead to Senate Bill 7 (1993) being deemed constitutional. This maintained
"equity" by allowing all Texas school districts to compete for these additional
funds.
The main thrust of court rulings and legislative responses can be
summarized as attempting to create equity in funding among the school districts
of Texas. This equity has become a way to reduce the funding of rich school
districts, with the effect of lowering the available funds for all school districts
since the State has not fully funded all equity considerations (Sparkman &
Carpenter, 1994). Picus and Hertert (1993) pointed to similar findings that the
State cannot afford to fully implement all of the equity plans. Cardenas (1997)
pointed out that the lowering of every school districts funds does protect the
State from the 'local enrichment" consideration that led to these school-funding
lawsuits brought in Edgewood. Just one of the few options a school district has
to increase its "special programs" lies in obtaining grant funds. The reason for
this is that grant funds are not considered in the school finance funds formulas
and can be used as the "local enrichment" tax funds were used pre-Edgfei/i/ood.
Senate Bill 4 (1999) in fact changes some programs that at one time would have
been based on a school district's average daily attendance to a grant format. All
of these factors suggest that finding and funding grants will become more
important to a local school district's budget in the future.
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Current Views Concerning Grant Proposal
Writers in Public Education
The basic question is, "Why would a public school district need to create
the grant proposal writer position to be effective at achieving its mission?"
Levenson (2002) presented in the preface to his book How to get Grants and
Gifts for the Public Schools a compelling answer to this question.
There is a critical need for increased funding to the public schools.
The tax base, just like the tax base for state colleges and
universities, is not enough to provide a 'world-class' education for
all our children. Schools need additional funding for new and
innovative programs offering, including programs in the arts,
mathematics, sciences, English, and foreign languages. Monies
are needed for new technology, including computers, printers,
scanners, and software. Teachers need additional staff
development to keep them up to date with changing curriculum and
changing technology. Budgets are already strained paying for
competitive teacher salaries and fringe benefits, hiring additional
staff, maintaining buildings and grounds, acquiring land, building
and wiring new facilities, and remodeling existing ones....Public
schools must look beyond their traditional external funding sources
if they are to stay competitive....The schools have such great
potential to raise serious money. All they have to do is find out
how, and ask! Instead of concentrating on bake sales, car washes,
pizza sales, gift wrap sales, and other 'nickel-and-dime' fundraising
efforts, teachers, administrators, school board members, and
parents should be seeking more lucrative ways of raising major
dollars for the school, (p. xi)
Levenson (2002) went further and stated that, "School districts must begin to
employ full-time development staff and consultants to assist the schools in
learning how to ask for and obtain major grants and gifts" (p. 29).
Similar thoughts about the need for alternative funding for public education
are pressed by Schnitzer and Nichols (1998) in their monograph entitled New
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Ways to Fund New Projects: A Practical Guide to Winning Grants to Support
Education:
Finding novel ways to fund projects that do not fall under the
regular operating budget is important to school leaders in today's
budget tightening world. As school personnel, parents, and
community members demand more and more innovative programs
to meet the dynamic needs of today's student population,
practitioners, policy makers and budget officers may wonder how
such projects can be funded. At the same time, projects that
restructure, reform, reinvent, and/or retool schools, curriculum, and
instruction in our country are a necessity if public education is to
continue to meet the demands of students and society....In order to
help solve the problem of finding funds...many school districts have
turned to developing and writing grant proposals...How this is done
and who is responsible for such grant development varies from
district to district, but the expense and time can be well worth the
effort if approached in the right manner, (pp. 1-2)
This monograph told the story of Norfolk Public Schools development of a
grant writing program. From the 1990-91 school year, when they began the
organized program of writing grants, until the 1996-97 school year the Grants
Development Office received over $7.6 million in grants. Before this systematic
effort began, when various individuals learned about a grant they independently
developed proposals that met with limited funding success. A notable exception
was an assistant high school principal who had had several small proposals
funded. She approached the superintendent about the possibility of establishing
a grant writing position. The superintendent decided that such a position might
be valuable and the results would support the value that the creation of this
position brought to the Norfolk School System. The office grew from this person
to one that has two full-time grant writers and clerical assistance. The office
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became a liaison to other community agencies, helping to write grants for the
community. This cooperation has brought greater benefit to the students
because of the increased services that the grants have provided. In summarizing
what they had learned in the development of the grant office they stated:
While all of these functions can be performed by personnel
assigned other duties, our experience in the Norfolk Public Schools
has been that if the grants functions are not assigned to someone
specific, they somehow receive inadequate attention or 'fall through
the cracks' altogether. Therefore, our school district found that it
was economically feasible and advantageous to have one
professional devoted exclusively to the competitive grants arena.
Such positions will more than pay for themselves as an organized
effort is made to seek and win competitive grant funds. (Schnitzer &
Nichols, 1998, p. 6)
A Born and Wilson (2000) monograph stated similar findings for the five
state area - Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas - that is
served by the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL). They
were looking at school districts that engage in comprehensive school reform and
found the school districts that were successful in implementing school reform
obtained funding from non-traditional sources. One of the unexpected outcomes
of SEDL's study of philanthropic support for public education was:
...the discovery of how hard it is to capture a picture of our quarry.
Simply put: the data are elusive, inconsistent, and ill-defined.
Extant systems for capturing information in both the education and
philanthropy sectors render imperfect data. Our clarification
discussions...have provided much useful anecdotal information, but
much is still left to speculation. Perhaps we are pioneering a new
area of inquiry, but in any case we are in a muddy field, (p. 4)
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Summary
The importance of staffing decisions as a method to effect school district
change was developed. Additionally developed was the key role that effective
communication of the vision behind these decisions has on the outcomes. A
framework for the general management of school districts and how this
developed out of the historical methods for managing businesses was
developed. The change from the scientific or factory model of school
management (Taylor, 1911) which Lawler (1992) labeled as the control-oriented
approach or rational model to the involvement-oriented approach or the natural
systems model and resulting changes to staffing decisions was developed. The
role of long-range planning and resulting staffing decisions was developed. The
methods that one school district used in the creation of new staff positions were
detailed. To give a historical background and context for the creation of new
positions within a school district, the history of the creation of the principal and
superintendent positions was developed. The key role that vision plays in the
public education and resulting staffing and policy decisions was developed. The
history of the role of vision in public education from the 1980s to the present was
developed. The context of how the need for educational restructuring in public
education leads to the need for vision of systemic change was developed
(National Governor's Association, 1991). Additionally the problems associated
with a lack of understanding about what should occur during the implementation
of such a change were developed, along with the reasons why this lack of
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understanding must be overcome to develop a shared vision of what a school
district can become if public education was to remain effective (Tobia & Hord,
2002). To provide a context for the staffing decisions concerning the grant
proposal writer position, a history of the current methods for public school finance
and the reasons behind the development of this system were developed (Walker
& Casey, 1996). This background was used to establish the reasons that a
school district would need to create the grant proposal writer position to be
effective at achieving its mission (Levenson, 2002). The current published views
concerning the grant proposal writer position and their role in public education
were developed.
Throughout the history of public education in America, new positions have
been created in response to the changing local needs in order to most effectively
educate a community's youth. These new positions often arose because of a
changing vision of what public education was to do for the community. Over time
many of these positions have become standard to all school districts. These
positions arose out of the interaction of many forces that reflected the changing
level of understanding in many fields of study. Thus, as forces change within the
current culture, it would be expected that new position(s) would be created in a
school district. Within the state of Texas, the changes in the normalfinancingof
school districts have set the stage where having the position of grant writer is
becoming advantageous because the current method offinancelimits the
amount of funds a school district can raise. One of the only methods to increase
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the available funds for a school district is to receive grants because they are not
considered in these state funding formulas. There are currently no studies that
details the conditions in which a school district chooses to create the position of
grant proposal writer. Because of this lack of study of the conditions that need to
be present for the creation of the position and the apparent growing need of
increased funding to allow school districts to accomplish their goals, this
researcher developed this study to determine the factors that contribute to a
school district's decision to create the grant proposal writer position.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
A qualitative design was chosen for this study in order to identify the
factors that caused school districts to create the position of grant proposal writer.
Several factors were used as a starting point for answering this question. These
factors were: (1) the long-range performance goals that the school district
developed, (2) the major responsibilities assigned to the grant proposal writer, (3)
the activities of the grant proposal writer, (4) the common attributes of a grant
proposal writer, (5) basic information about the grant proposal writer position and
the school district in general, and (6) the driving force(s) behind the decision to
create the grant proposal writer position. Several pilot qualitative studies and an
interview were conducted to establish initial themes regarding these factors
because of the lack of published research concerning creation of this specific
position by school districts.

Overview of the Pilot Studies and Interview
Used in the Design of this Study
The initial pilot study was a qualitative active participant autobiographical
form of self-study research that was completed at School District A. This design
was chosen because the researcher became School District A's grant proposal
writer. (Bullough & Pinnegar, 2001; Yin, 1994) The ethnographic interview
methods suggested by Spradley (1979) that utilize a semi-structured question
format were employed to collect data. In this format, all respondents are asked
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the same basic questions but the order of each question and the follow-up
questions were different in some cases. All of the interviews were taped and
then transcribed. At the end of each inten/iew, the researcher made fieldnotes
concerning his impressions, feelings, and thoughts about the information the
respondent had provided. The methods suggested by Emerson, Fretz, and
Shaw (1995) for writing such fieldnotes were used, which provides a structure for
systematically recording rich textual information to assist in the finding of
indigenous meanings provided by the respondents. The school district's central
administration and school board members were interviewed because they were
the ones involved in the decision to create the position at School District A. The
constant comparative method of analysis, as suggested by Glasser and Strauss
(1967), was used during the analysis of these interviews and fieldnotes. The
constant comparative method is a research design used with multi-data sources
in which analysis begins early in the data collecting process and is almost
finished by the end of the data collection (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
Because of the active participant nature of this study, Denzin's (1997)
warning about "Whose Truth?" (pp. 230-284) was considered. Denzin (1997)
pointed out that "...what we 'look for' is un/fortunately what we shall find..." (p.
231). Since the researcher was chosen as School District A's grant proposal
writer, he might not bring the same level of objectivity to the study as a
researcher who was less involved. Because of the success in obtaining grants
for School District A that the researcher had, the respondents might be
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attempting to "tell him what he wants to hear" instead of providing an objective
view of the process of creating the position. Bullough and Pinnegar (2001), when
discussing autobiographical forms of self-study research (of which this active
participant study is a form), warned, "self-study research is to provoke, challenge,
and illuminate rather than confirm and settle" (p. 20). Thus, great care must be
taken to critically scrutinize the interpretations of the data and ask the "so what"
question so that the resulting conclusions will have application in the real world.
They went further to state that if the researcher is aware of this limitation of this
research design, the information gained can be used to develop powerful
concepts and provide insights that might not be gained with another research
designs.
In this pilot study five factors were found that led to the creation of the
position of grant proposal writer: (1) One board member adamantly wanted to
see the position established because he felt the school district was "missing out
on free money." (2) With the development of the long-range performance plan,
the district administration felt that the school was now in a position to benefit from
the creation of this position because the plan called for the development of
several new educational programs. (3) The personality of the person selected for
the position was such that the decision makers felt that he could be successful.
These personality traits were that he was outgoing, willing to work beyond the
call of duty, and possessed the ability to network with others. Further, if the
person was not successful as a grant proposal writer, he possessed several
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educational certifications that would allow him to do other needed functions for
the district. This led to the grant proposal writing position being combined with a
dyslexia coordination position in a dual role. (4) The person selected for the
position had already acquired one grant for School District A and one for a former
school district. This showed that he possessed the ability to write funded grant
proposals for school districts. (5) The extra programs that might be developed
with additional funding would benefit the students of the school district. Some
examples of programs that School District A wanted to create and expand were
technology for instruction, reading improvement for at-risk students, and math
instruction. The basic guidelines for these programs were determined by School
District A's district leadership team in creation of the Long Range Performance
Plan. In the Long Range Performance Plan, the superintendent along with the
leadership team developed a vision for what School District A could become.
The main limiting item in initiating these programs was finding the funds to pay
for the start-up costs along with other operating expenses within the current
school district's budget. A person that could function in a dual role of grant
proposal writer and dyslexia coordinator provided for one of the identified needed
programs and the potential for funding other programs. This constellation of
factors led all of the decision makers to believe that the benefits of creating the
position far out-weighed the costs.
The second pilot study was conducted at the Texas Educational Agency's
2000 Mid-Winter Conference during a presentation entitled "Grant Writing in the
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Public School: District and Consortium Views". The attendees were surveyed at
the end of this presentation on several items related to this topic. There were 45
attendees (mostiy campus and district administrators) at the presentation and 36
usable surveys were returned representing 31 school districts. The following
results were obtained from the surveys. When responding to the questions of
why they attended the presentation and what they hoped to learn from the
presentation, the following responses were given. The most common response
was found to be that the attendees were looking for a method to justify the
creation of this position of grant proposal writer at their school district. The
majority of the responses revolved around being able to show how the position
would pay-for-itself. A figure of $150,000 (range of $35,000 to $500,000) was
the most often given dollar amount as to the level of funding it would take for the
school board to feel they had invested their money wisely. Smaller school
districts' staff members expressed the concern that they would need to be in a
co-op for grant writing with regards to paying the salary of the grant proposal
writer and having enough students served to compete for larger grants. Many of
the school districts said they were considering writing grants because they were
reaching the upper limits of their taxing ability (the $1.50 cap for Maintenance
and Operation set by the Senate Bill 1 (1995)). Most also were aware that the
Texas Educational Agency had increased the number of grants they were giving
and that some programs now required a grant to be written instead of school
districts receiving funds based on Average Daily Attendance formula funding.
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Several respondents reported that they were "missing out" on grants that other
school districts in their area had received. These grants were allowing the school
districts to provide more services for their students that in turn gave these
students more of an edge on state assessments of academic performance.
These administrators reported that they needed to find a way for their school
district to obtain grants to remain "even" with neighboring school districts. Only
two districts stated that they currently had a grant proposal writer.
An interview was completed at School District B. School District B had
created the position of grant proposal writer in the 1998/99 school year. The
superintendent had stated that he had attempted to create this position several
times in the nine previous years, but had not been able to convince the school
board of the value of having the position. In the 1997/98 school year he had an
assistant principal whom he described as a very valued employee, community
leader, self-starter, but who was having some personality style conflicts with staff
members at the campus where she was assistant principal. He saw this as an
opportunity to propose that the school board create the position of grant proposal
writer for this staff member. He also commented on the fact that because of
Senate Bill 4 (1999) the Texas Educational Agency had changed the funding
method for schools and the school board was more aware of the continuing need
for this position to respond to this change in the method of funding from the state.
Funds that at one time were allocated on the bases of Average Daily Attendance
now required the writing of a grant to receive these funds.
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Overview of the Research Design
The results from these two pilot studies and an interview were used in
forming the design of this study. A respondents' pool of school districts was
collected and contacted concerning being a part of this study. The interviews
were conducted in person and/or by telephone. The interview was semistructured with several questions asked of each superintendent (and/or school
district decision maker who established the position) and other staff members
that this person suggested as being involved in the process of creating the
position. If during the answering of these questions something unique to this
school district was discussed, this unique bit of information was questioned
further before returning to the standard set of questions. The taped interviews
were transcribed and coded using the methods described by Strauss and Corbin
(1990) that allowed the constant comparative method of analysis to be utilized.
The initial coding classifications used were the six aforementioned factors that
were determined from the two pilot studies and interviews conducted previously.
The themes found in the analysis of these interviews were reported.
Sites and Participant Selection
Staff members from the Regional Education Service Centers, other school
district grant proposal writers, venders of educational software who had grant
writing assistance, and a grant writer's listserv were used to create a pool of
school districts that currently had a grant proposal writer on at least a half-time
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basis or contracted with an outside grant proposal writer for this service on a
continuing basis. This method of developing a data source pool was used
because currently the Texas Education Agency does not have a method of
coding the grant proposal writer position in the Public Education Information
Management System (PEIMS). A creation date for the position of grant proposal
writer of the 1992/93 school year was used. This creation date was selected
because this is the first year that the Texas Education Agency had records for
the number of competitive grants "Request for Applications" (Betty K.
Richardson, personal communication; June 15, 2000).
Nine school districts that met the above basic requirements were
contacted. Of these seven agreed to provide data concerning the creation of the
grant proposal writing position or the reasons that they contracted for these
services.

Data Collection
This study used several methods of data collection. Any written records
about the creation of the position that the school districts had were requested.
The main source of data was the semi-structured interview conducted in the
manner described by Glesne and Peshkin (1992). The semi-structured nature of
the interviews was that every superintendent (and/or school district decision
maker who established the position) and the other staff member(s) that this
person suggested as being involved in the process of creating the position was
asked every question of the survey. If a response was unique or further
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information was needed to clarify a response, additional questions were asked
that were specific to the individual being interviewed. These interviews were
taped and transcriptions of the interviews were made. The transcriptions were
coded and analyzed using the constant comparative method of analysis (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967).
At the conclusion of each interview, fieldnotes concerning the basic ideas
concerning the creation of the position at this school district, how the information
gained integrated with previous interviews, and general reflections concerning
the interview were recorded. Along with this information, any non-verbal
responses noted were recorded. These fleldnotes were made so that a "written
account of what the researcher hears, sees, experiences, and thinks in the
course of collecting and reflecting on the data in a qualitative study" (Bogdan &
Biklen, 1992, p. 107) was obtained.

Gaining Entrance to and Exit from the Site
Entrance was gained in the following manner. The school districts that
were given by the various sources as possibly qualifying as data sources were
contacted by phone or e-mail. The school district staff member given as the
point-of-contact by the referring person was given an overview of the research,
the method for collecting data, and an approximate time commitment. If they
responded favorably, they were asked the basic selection questions of having the
position at least half-time or contracting these services on a continuing bases
and establishing the position or contract services in or after 1992. If the school
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district met the selection criteria, the superintendent's (and/or school district
decision maker who established the position) contact information was obtained
and they were contacted. A time for the interview was scheduled. Where
practical, the interview was conducted in person. Where this was not practical, a
telephone interview was scheduled.
Exit was gained by providing each school district with a summary of the
information from the interviews to review for correctness in terms of being a true
representation of what occurred in their school district. Each district was told that
they would be provided with a summary of the flndings of this study upon its
completion.

Data Analysis
The constant comparative method was used for data analysis (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967). Bogdan and Biklen (1992) discussed the constant comparative
method as collecting data and analyzing it in an isochronal fashion (i.e. in that as
data is collected, it is analyzed). The interviews of each school district's staff
were transcribed and coded using the six aforementioned factors. From this
coding and subsequent analysis, themes were developed. Lincoln and Guba
(1985) suggested that the human, as an instrument, is the most adequate
instrument for all phases of qualitative study that also allows this type of analysis.
The fieldnotes were used to assist in the coded of the interviews.
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Context of the Stijdy
Information regarding the demographics of each school district was
obtained from the Texas Education Agency's Snapshot: School District Profiles
fc*" ^OQO- Additionally, each school district was asked to provide a history. In this
history, the school districts provided information regarding items not contained in
the Snapshot: School District Profiles.

Trustworthiness
"How can an inquirer persuade his or her audiences that the findings of an
inquiry are worth paying attention to..." (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 280). In
qualitative research, trustworthiness replaces reliability and validity as it relates to
quantitative research. Creswell (1998, pp. 201-203) describes eight verification
procedures often used but not necessarily present in each qualitative study (they
are not presented in any specific order of importance):
1. Prolonged engagement and persistent observation in the field
include building trust with participants, learning the culture, and
checking for misinformation that stems from distortions
introduced by the researcher or informants.
2. Triangulation ... use of multiple and different sources, methods,
investigators, and theories to provide corroborating evidence.
3. Peer review or debriefing ... external check of the research
process ... much in the same spirit as interrater reliability in
quantitative research.
4. Negative case analysis ... refines working hypotheses as the
inquiry advances ... in light of negative or disconfirming
evidence.
5. Clarification researcher bias from the outset of the study ... so
that the reader understands the researcher's position and any
biases or assumptions that impact the inquiry ... the researcher
comments on past experiences, biases, prejudices, and
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orientations that have likely shaped the interpretation and
approach to the study.
6. Member checks the researcher solicits informants' views of the
credibility of the findings and interpretations ... (by) taking data,
analyses, interpretations, and conclusions back to the
participants so that they can judge the accuracy and credibility
of the account.
7. Rich, thick description allows the reader to make decisions
regarding transferability because the writer describes in detail
the participants or setting under study.
8. External audits allow an external consultant... to examine both
the process and the product of the account, assessing their
accuracy ... (to determine) whether or not the findings,
interpretations, and conclusions are supported by the data.

To ensure the trustiA/orthiness of the data collected for this study the
following four of the eight verification procedures were used: (1) Triangulation, (2)
Clarification of researcher bias, (3) Member checking, and (4) Rich, thick
description.
Triangulation was accomplished by: (1) Interviewing several school
districts' superintendents (and/or school district decision maker who established
the position) and the other staff member(s) that this person suggested as being
involved in the process of creating the position. The factors were generated that
describe the process that each district used in creating the position, defining the
responsibilities, determining key activities, and common attributes of a grant
proposal writer. The common themes among the school districts were generated
from these factors. (2) If written information was available from when the position
was being created, it was compared to the responses that were provided by the
subjects.
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Clarification of researcher bias was needed because of the fact that the
researcher was selected as School District A's grant proposal writer and his
position might influence the themes that were discussed. This researcher, being
aware that he might bias the findings of the study to support the creation of the
grant proposal writer position, accomplished the clarification of researcher bias
by having several third party individuals review the study data, factors derived
from the data, and conclusions of the study for bias.
Member checking was accomplished by providing the superintendent
(and/or school district decision maker who established the position) and the other
staff member(s) that this person suggested as being involved in the process of
creating the position with a summary of their interview. At that time corrections in
meaning and interpretations were negotiated. At the end of the data collection,
these same individuals were given the opportunity to make comments on the
final data and negotiated changes.
Rich, thick description was achieved by including many direct quotes that
defined the themes from the interviews. Also, by having the interviews from
several school districts' staff members, multi-quotes from multi-individuals were
used in defining the themes. Lastly, all of the individuals interviewed received an
opportunity to review the results and were asked to provide additional clarifying
information if they determined that it was necessary.
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Summan/
The basic development of this study originated with a set of pilot studies
and an interview that was conducted as part of course requirements for the
doctoral program in Educational Leadership at Texas Tech University. The
influence that these items had and method by which they lead to the
development of the final research study design were detailed. The literature
basis for the research study design and cautions for the study was developed
because of the active participant autobiographical form of self-study. The
following was developed: the methods by which data sites were selected and
reasons for the use of these methods of selection; reason why fieldnotes were
made after each interview; methods by which entrance and exit from the sites
and the determination of qualification to be included in the research; method of
data analysis and its literature basis; and a method for providing a standardized
context for each of the school districts.
The processes of semi-structured interviews used in the collection of data
were also developed, along with the methods that were used to expand the data,
when unique information was given by the interviewee. Development also
included assurance of the trustworthiness of the data by using triangulation,
clarification of researcher bias, member checking, as well as rich thick
description.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
This study describes the factors associated with the decision of seven
school districts to employ a grant proposal writer, either as a school district
position or as contracted services. This chapter will discuss what occurred at
these school districts during the creation of the position.
The findings are described according to the research question of what the
factors were that lead to the creation of the grant proposal writer position that
was framed in Chapter I. This study employed multiple cases to allow for both
within-case and cross-case analysis (Stake, 1994). Because of the unique
position of this researcher holding the grant proposal writer position at one school
district and as contract grant proposal writer for two other school districts, the
warning from Bullough and Pinnegar (2001), regarding aspects of
autobiographical forms of self-study research, must be considered. The warning
that was given was that "self-study research is to provoke, challenge, and
illuminate rather than confirm and settle" (p. 20). This is due to the activeparticipant nature of the researcher's involvement with the research question by
developing it while being School District A's grant proposal writer. To ensure the
trustworthiness of the data collected for this study the following four verification
procedures were used: (1) Triangulation, (2) Clarification of researcher bias, (3)
Member checking, and (4) Rich, thick description (Creswell, 1998, pp. 201-203).
Table 4.1, at the end of this chapter, provides demographic and other data from
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the Texas Education Agency's Academic Excellence Indicator System (AEIS) for
the 2000/01 school year from the seven school districts to allow for comparisons
to other school districts.

Triangulation Used to Establish Trustworthiness
The ability to use different sources of data was limited because the only
non-interview data available were posted job listings. The data gained from
these lists was limited and not included in the data for this study. The listings,
where available, stated basic educational requirements and experience in grant
proposal development. The smaller school districts did not have this information
because the position was not advertised and the school district administration
had a specific individual in mind to fill the position.
The researcher employed fieldnotes made after each interview as a
method of recording thoughts and impressions concerning the content and to
begin the process used in the constant comparative method of analysis (Glasser
& Strauss, 1967). These fieldnotes were compared to the transcriptions of the
interviews and guided the development of the coding categories (Emerson, Fretz,
& Shaw, 1995). The fieldnotes were used by the researcher as a method to
expand and track his thinking concerning the development of the conclusions
presented in Chapter V.
Multiple sources of data were obtained by using information from seven
school districts; at least two individuals were interviewed at each school district
(with the exception of one school district). The interviews from each of these
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persons were compared to determine consistency between the individuals at
each school district.

Clarification of Researcher Bias Used
to Establish Trustworthiness
This researcher is in a unique position because he is the grant proposal
writer of School District A along with providing grant proposal development
contract services for School District C and School District D, which creates an
active-participant or autobiographical form of self-study research for these three
school districts. This means that the researcher has a vested interest in
demonstrating the value of having this position because of deriving income from
grant proposal development and having a deep personal conviction that the lives
of students are greatly enhanced by the programs that these grant proposals
have funded. The objectivity of the researcher is limited by the active-participant
relationship in the sense that he is not able to separate himself from the study as
someone who was not functioning in the role of the grant proposal writer.
However, having this role as grant proposal writer also allows the researcher to
acquire insights that a person could not gain in any other manner. For example,
the day-to-day operations like networking with funders and other school districts
to allow the development of grant proposals. Bullough and Pinnegar (2001)
stated that the researcher using the autobiographical form of self-study research
could illuminate a new area of study in a manner that is impossible without this
level of intimate knowledge of the subject. But they also cautioned that the
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researcher and the reader of the study must always be aware of the potential for
the lack of objectivity and biases.
These points must be considered throughout this study because the initial
pilot study and the initial desire to research the question, the factors that lead
school districts to develop the grant proposal writer position, originated because
of this researcher's having the position at School District A. This fact could have
lead the researcher to frame the questions in a manner to lead the interviewees
to give responses that refiected his thinking of why the position was created.
Also, his intimate experience with School District A's creation of the position may
have limited his thinking to alternate reasons that another school district might
have for creating the position. In other words, his research may not be as
objective as a person who was not involved with the position personally to this
degree. The reader of this research must consider this fact when using the
information and conclusions of this study.
An example of guarding against potential bias can be found in the
Peshkin's book, God's Choice: The Total World of a Fundamentalist Christian
School. Peshkin stated, "I am a Jew....This is the person I was in the winter of
1978 when I began nearly three years of contact with Christian schools....I did
not enter the wortd of Bethany as a potential postulant. Though frequently
moved by the force and sincerity of the school's chapel messages and the
church's sermons, I never felt stirred to make that leap of faith which would lead
me to abandon my lifetime identity" (Peshkin, 1986, p. 17). Thus, one can
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determine that though Peshkin was immersed in the culture of the schools that
he was studying, he was always in most respects an outsider. This allowed him
to present the information obtained from this research in a manner that would
have been much different than if he had been a fundamentalist Christian. In the
case of this research, the reader must remember, because of the researcher
being the grant proposal writer for three of the school districts, it would be like
having a fundamentalist Christian write about this type of school experience.
Though the information would be valuable, it must be viewed in a different light
and the reader must be aware of the possibility of researcher biases in the
collection, presentation, and conclusions drawn from the data.

Member Checking of the Interviewee
Data to Establish Trustworthiness
All of the interviewees were provided with the quotes used by this
researcher to support the themes developed in this study. The interviewees
were asked if the quotes used were accurate and in their opinion reflected the
themes delineated by the researcher. There was not a need expressed by any of
the interviewees to have any major changes in the quotes or the themes that
they were associated with. The majority of the discussions involved expanding
on the information already provided, which reinforced the originally derived
themes and suggestions for other types of data, and expanded member checking
by having the grant proposal writer at the respective school districts review the
findings.
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The major item that interviewees suggested that would add value to the
study was to include the benefits that having a grant proposal writer had had on
the organization. A second suggestion, from the school districts where the grant
proposal writer was not interviewed, was to have them review the section
contained in the Use of Rich, Thick Descriptions to Establish Trustworthiness of
the Data section of this study to learn if they had any additional information.
The first suggestion was outside of the scope of member checking in
terms of establishing Trustworthiness of the data, because of the activeparticipant relationship of this researcher to School District A, School District C
and School District D; the results for these school districts will be developed in
Chapter V with regard to the effects of obtaining grants that have been
experienced at these school districts. The second suggestion was also outside
of the member checking methods developed in Chapter III to establish
Trustworthiness of the data; due to the close working relationship that the
researcher has developed with these other grant proposal writers, his being
School Districts A's grant proposal writer, this additional member checking was
incorporated into this study as a form of Peer Review developed later in this
chapter.
Use of Rich. Thick Descriptions
to Establish Trustworthiness
To allow the reader to make decisions regarding the transferability of the
conclusions of this study, this researcher is providing detailed information from
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Texas Education Agency's Academic Excellence Indicator System (AEIS) for the
2001/02 school year to allow for comparisons to other school districts in terms of
demographic information on each of the school districts studied (table 4.1 at the
end of this chapter). For the reanalysis of the pilot data and research study data,
the direct quotes from the interviewees are given to support the themes
developed by this researcher. This was done so that the reader would have the
thoughts of the interviewees in their own words that would allow the reader to
draw their own conclusions as to the transferability to their school district.

Interviewee Data Analysis
As described in Chapter III, the data for this study were developed in two
phases: the pilot phase and the research phase. The researcher's activeparticipant involvement in the study necessitated this type of data collection
because of the instrumental role that the pilot phase played in the development
of this study. From the integration of all of the data, the following themes were
identified: (1) the school district or staff member(s) of the school district
developed a vision for what the school district could become; (2) this vision called
for programs beyond the current scope of funding; (3) the school district
perceived grants as being a method of providing this source of alternative
funding; and (4) the school district developed a method to write grant proposals
either through creation of the grant proposal writing position or contracting for
these services. The following data provided the support for the development of
these themes.
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Reanalysis of Pilot Study Data
in Terms of Research Question
School District A was the school district that created the position of grant
proposal writer for this researcher and provided the initial data that lead to the
factors that were identified in Chapter III. The pilot study data from the interviews
of the superintendent, assistant superintendent, and school board members were
later reanalyzed in terms of how it integrated into the data gained from
conducting the current study.

Data from School District A
"We do not have a shortage of desires. That is not a problem. The
shortage is funding." With this quote from the assistant superintendent, the stage
was set for the discussion of the reasons why School District A created the grant
proposal writer position.
The background information gained during the interviewing process
showed that one school board member was very interested in having a grant
proposal writer position stating that, "This is something we need to be doing.
There's all this money out there and we're not bending down to pick it up."
However, the newly hired superintendent was not sure what grant proposals the
school district should be attempting to write because there was not a clear vision
for what needed to be implemented to improve the quality of education for the
students. The superintendent observed, "At that time we really didn't have in the
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district a very well developed improvement plan. We did not have a strategic
plan....in fact our performance plan...was just one sheet of paper. I could not
justify going to the board and asking for a grant writer when I didn't really know
exactly what we needed as a district."
Over the next year and a half, the superintendent with the leadership
teams of the school district developed a long range performance plan that set
strategic goals for the school district. "Then wefinallysaid, 'OK we know where
we need to go, these things are going to cost this amount of money, let's go out
there and get us some grants.'"
School District A developed a hiring plan because of the student
population growth and the initial thought was the newly created assistant
superintendent position could have responsibilities in the area of writing grant
proposals along with normal duties. The superintendent commented, "...after
we started looking at what it took to write grants, we realized that it was a full
time job....it takes a certain mindset to get in there and do the research and
write....it's a very, very specific set of talents... not just anybody can do it."
Additionally, the hiring plan called for creation of a dyslexia coordinator position
to be in compliance with state regulation. Though these items seem unrelated,
there was a staff member who had received several grants and also possessed
the certifications needed to be the dyslexia coordinator.
This constellation of events prompted the superintendent to state that he
"...felt really comfortable going to the board and saying this is what we want to
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get grants for. This person has had experience in it....it was almost like a trial
basis...if it doesn't work out, if we don't have any success...we can put the
person back in the classroom..." This helped to answer some of the school
board members' concerns of "any time you create a new position, the community
or the taxpayers are wondering what are they doing this for? Or do we really
need this?" because they were concerned about the success that the school
district would have in generating grant funds. The superintendent reported that
the school board "...didn't know for sure whether we would be able to get enough
money to pay for the salary for that position."
With the aforementioned constellation of events, the school board felt that
the school district could try the grant proposal writing position safely and answer
the question of whether it would have a positive effect. This was important
because a school board member recalled, "...the school board was looking into
grants to have another source of income. Because you can either raise taxes,
cut the budget, or look for other sources of income. That was one of the things
we liked, that grants could bring in extra money without having to raise taxes."
The grant proposal writer had been very successful in funding a wide
variety of grants at School District A by the time these interviews were
conducted. This prompted one school board member to state that the general
consensus of the school board was, "The biggest critics of it [creating the grant
writing position] would probably change their minds. They would probably ask
what took us so long to do this."
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The general consensus by School District A's administration was that,
"...there will be more and more schools creating the position....it is going to be
what people did when Special Ed came in. We [smaller school districts] can't
fund this all by ourselves so let's form some type of consortium where schools
will be sharing a grant writer..."
Data from School District B
School District B superintendent had been at this school district much
longer than the superintendent for School District A and had developed a vision
for the school district. The superintendent stated that, "...over the nine years
before the board created the position, I had attempted to create the position that
would involve some grant fund writing. As a poor school district you're always
looking. But I was never able to get that approved."
The superintendent related that a situation arose where a highly valued
staff member was not being effective because of personality issues. He felt that
this person was well suited to being a grant proposal writer and used this
situation "...to create the position that I was never able to get before." He went
on to state that, "Once the state decided to make several items that were formally
allocated on a per student basis into competitive grants, I saw the need for the
position....My main goal ...was to get someone who had the time to write these
grants....being a small 4A district [with limited personnel resources] the staff
would have needed to be here between midnight and 3am to write them and do
their other jobs."
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The superintendent, when discussing the qualities of the grant proposal
writer, stated, "She has the insight that you need to write grants. She has the
experience, the contacts, the insight as an experienced administrator along with
a detailed knowledge of the district and the campus visions. She does quality
work, where a lot of people don't have the patience for that." He further stated
that, "We've been able to leverage her into helping support the community as a
whole and she got involved in training that none of us would have ever had the
time to do...she sees the big picture and can bring all of the community players
together to benefit everyone."
The superintendent commented that though the school board was slow to
believe that the position was needed they now view it as "...vitally critical to have
it until the state gives our money again based only on ADA (average daily
attendance) which isn't likely. We're going to continue to have a need for her
because she has found sources of funding besides TEA (Texas Education
Agency) like the 10 county co-op where our school gets additional benefits.
We've got a real player in the game. Now we've got a chance to score."

Summary of Pilot Data Reanalysis
The information gained from these two school districts allowed this
researcher to gain insights into creation of the position. First, that someone at
the school district had a vision for the improvement of the school district.
Second, that there was someone wishing to see the creation of the grant
proposal writing position as a method for funding this vision. Third, that each
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school district had a current staff member who was thought to have the skills to
be successful in this grant proposal writing role. With the pilot study data as
background, the study then moved into the second stage, that of identifying
factors in additional school districts that had created the grant proposal writer
position or contracted for these services.

Analysis of Research Study Data
in Terms of Research Question
During the course of securing school districts for data points that met the
qualification for inclusion in this study, two methods of structuring the grant
proposal writing position were found. The first was for very small school districts
to contract with a grant proposal writer; the second was for the larger school
districts to create the position. The themes seen in these two were dissimilar
enough that the discussion of the results will be categorized on these items.

School Districts that Contract
for On-going Grant Proposal Writing
At both of the two following school districts this researcher provides
on-going grant proposal writing and development which raises the cautions
stated by Bullough and Pinnegar (2001). These cautions are that "self-study
research is to provoke, challenge, and illuminate rather than confirm and settle"
(p. 20). Thus, great care must be taken to evaluate the findings of this study to
critically scrutinize the interpretations of the data and ask the "so what" question
so that the resulting conclusions will have application in the real wortd. Further,
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because this on-going relationship grew out of the funding of several grant
proposals, the uniqueness of this situation must be noted when attempts are
made to generalize these results to other school districts.
Data from School District C
The former superintendent of School District C approached this
researcher to provide grant proposal writing sen/ices in the 1999/00 school year
after School District A had paired with them for a joint grant proposal that was
funded. This joint proposal had funded the development of a junior high school
algebra program that assisted both school districts in meeting part of their
campus improvement plans. The school districts had paired to allow for a
stronger proposal to be developed. Additionally, the superintendent and this
researcher had attended the same university along with the working together at
another school district. Lastly, the father of the superintendent of School Distnct
C had been the superintendent of School District A for almost twenty years.
The superintendent of School District C noted as to the effects of having
the grant funds, "We would have never been able to develop this type of algebra
program on our own...given our small staff... they don't have the extratimeto
develop anything like this..." The success of this program caused the
superintendent to seek assistance in developing technology grant proposals so
that this section of the campus and district improvement plans could be met at an
accelerated rate. "We saw grants as allowing us to do in two to three years what
local funding would take five to seven years. My board saw this as something
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that would help us...create a technology program that could overcome our rural
problems." The superintendent further stated that, "...the extra programs that
grants have provided have gotten our teachers to think in terms of expanding our
vision of what we can do...even being a rural school district. Before this they
limited their thinking...we just couldn't afford all of the whistles and bells..."
When asked why the board was willing to contract for these sen/ices, he
stated, "My board sees this as a great way to get extra money into the district.
They can see that we've gotten hundred of thousands of dollars in stuff...that
wouldn't have been available for only pennies on the dollar....the only thing they
wonder is why you're not asking for a larger percentage [of the grant funds
received]...They don't see this as costing the district anything."
During the summer of 2001, this superintendent left School District C and
the new supenntendent made the contracting arrangement more formal, entering
into a one-year contract for grant proposal development. This researcher
interviewed the new superintendent. When the question was asked why there
was a development of a more formal contract the superintendent replied, "The
board and I knew that you had a personal relationship with [former
superintendent] and in some ways were including us in grants as a favor. We
wanted to be sure that this relation continued because our planning is now
dependent on getting money from grants....the down turn in enrollment and farm
income wouldn't let us keep doing the things that have been started."
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The supenntendent went on to state that School District C was very glad
that this contracting option was available to them. They looked at it like their
special education and alternative education placement programs where they coop to be able to provide the services to their students. "We are now looking at
you as a way that we can tap into the new grants that TEA (Texas Education
Agency) says we must write to get the program that once was based on ADA
(average daily attendance). I'm just learning what it means to be a
superintendent...since before I was the principal. I don't have time to learn how
to write grants too."

Data from School District D
The junior high principal of School District D approached this researcher
for information on how to write grant proposals for a technology grant. There
was not a personal relationship between these individuals, but one developed
over the course of the 1999/00 school year because several grant proposals that
were developed and funded linked School District A, School District C and
School District D together. Again, this linkage was created in order to make a
stronger grant proposal and in some cases was the only method by which School
District A qualified to submit a proposal.
In the 2000/01 school year, the superintendent of School District D asked
this researcher to contract with the school district to train staff members on grant
proposal development and assist with the grant proposal writing. When asked
why he wanted to enter into this formal contracting agreement he stated, "TEA
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(Texas Education Agency) is moving towards having more grants for things that
we were just getting funded based on students. They're also trying to get more
schools to consolidate though you'll never hear the C-word from them... I think
that grants are one of the few ways that a rural school like us is going to be able
to maintain...our programs....I've also seen what we've been able to
do...technology-wise that we couldn't have done without your help with these
grants. I wish the service center would have someone like you...because you
have been providing something that really helps us educate our kids. I see that
the future should bring...more grants not less. I see [School District D] as being
able to advance our goals with grants. My people all have more than one job so
they don't have the time to write them."
The superintendent went on to talk about how he felt that rural schools in
general that did not establish a system for grant proposal writing were "missing
the boat. But I'm not sure they'll figure it out in time because we're all concerned
about being closed, not building new programs." When the researcher
questioned him on this point, he stated, "I'm in a unique position because of the
length of time I've been here. The board really trusts me so when I asked for this
[funds to develop grant proposals] they just asked how much... I didn't need to
sell them on the idea." The superintendent explained that manytimessmall
school districts are where people go to get their start as a school district
superintendent or to get a few more years in for full retirement. He stated, "This
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is my home. This is my grandchildren's home. I want [School District D] to be
one of the best in the state...I'm not just marking time."
Data Summary: School Districts Contracting
Grant Proposal Writing Position
In both of these contracting situations the consensus was that the school
districts had access to someone who had proven that he could obtain grant funds
for programs that assisted in the advancement of their education goals for the
students. Because the "... money came first, it was easy to go to the board and
find money to pay you." Both of the school districts wanted to develop a formal
system to assure continued grant proposal development because of the
advancement intimelinesthat the grant funds had allowed in meeting academic
goals. Lastly, the consensus was that they were glad the situation had arisen
where joint grant proposals had occurred because they would not have known
the extent that grant funding would allow the school districts to meet their longterm goals. These joint grant proposals were developed by this researcher to
increase School District A's chances of being funded and/or because of specific
Request for Application / Proposal guidelines that could not be met without this
joining of school districts. The demographics and school district vision of School
District C and School District D favored the development of several of these joint
grants and resulted in this long term working relationship among the school
districts.
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School Districts that Created
Grant Proposal Writing Positions
Data from School District F
The superintendent of School District E had come to this school district
from outside the state of Texas. His former school district did have a system for
grant proposal development. When he came to School District E, his first goal
was to build community consensus among the community stakeholders as to the
direction of public education in the school district. "I felt that since I was new to
the district this would be my best shot at getting everyone's opinions and develop
a strategic plan for [School District E] that would have wide support and supply
direction since the district was growing so fast." One of his major concerns was
"... we are getting close to being a Chapter 41 district.... For every dollar... we
raise with local tax we lose $1.20 in state funding...that was going to affect the
way we conducted business..." The superintendent elaborated on this funding
issue, "...where I came from we actively sought grants. I saw this as one of the
major methods by which we could fund the strategic plan and compensate for the
losses in state funds."
The superintendent recommended discussing the creation of the position
with the assistant superintendent where the grant development office was
housed because "I'm good at visioning but I don't make things happen. These
other people do that."
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In discussions with this assistant superintendent, the changes that had
occurred within School District E in terms of student numbers and school district
leadership were greatly delineated. She stated, "...when I came here there were
less than 5,000 kids. Now we're over 30,000...but mentally lots of us still think of
this as being a small place." She went on to describe the changes that the new
superintendent had implemented.
Vision for what School District E could be was the major change that she
noted by stating, "...bluntly the former superintendent had no idea what vision
was... .He was a responder to crises and he was pretty good at that... .He would
see where tjne wind was blowing and that's where we'd go that day... .We were
doing a lot of random acts of improvements...but we weren't headed in a
direction." The manner in which the new superintendent developed the vision for
the school district impressed this assistant superintendent. She stated, "...the
strategic plan resulted from a huge dialogue that went on in the community that
[the superintendent] lead....He would talk to teachers, he would talk with
principals, he would talk with PTA, he would talk with the Kiwanis Club, the Lions
Club, Dell computers, the kids, just whomever about the district and its
needs....He visited every campus and he made himself available. We held some
evening session focus groups...where people would just come and talk about
their concerns about the district....He put it all together and then he pulled a team
of people together to write the new strategic plan. I was one of the members on
the team to write the new plan...[in the strategic plan] every goal has objectives
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but then every objective has strategies and actions for implementation. So under
the obvious need to get more resources, the grant writer came in. I don't know
that any community member per se said we needed a grant writer...but the
superintendent's prior experience [with having grant a development office] in
combination with the districts monetary needs [lead to the statement]...Why don't
we get that [a grant proposal writer] here?"
The assistant superintendent described the process that was undertaken
to fill the position. This process included the development of basic criteria that
ranged from being experienced in writing grant proposals, being able to talk to
the executive officer of corporations, being able to relate to teachers and
understanding educational goals, and to being able to "...talk the lingo of TEA
(Texas Education Agency) or DOE (Department of Education)." The search
committee also established that they wanted to hire someone who was
technologically literate and able to conduct searches for alternative funds
electronically. The person that they would employ in the grant proposal writing
position impressed the committee in this area. He not only showed them in the
interview process how he would conduct a search, but also found a grant that
School District E could write a proposal for and provided them with a basic
strategy for development of the grant proposal.
The assistant superintendent commented on the fact that the grant
proposal writer did submit a proposal for this grant and it was funded. School
District E went from not having any competitive grants funded to over ten million
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dollars funded in slightly over a year. Results like this prompted the assistant
superintendent to state, "[the grant proposal writer] was probably the best person
I have ever hired."
Data from School District F
At School District F, the researcher was directed to an assistant
superintendent for the history of how they came to create the position. This
assistant superintendent described how the school district had grown over the
last few years but related how it still had a "...small town feel." She described
how some of the staff members applied for a few grants but met with limited
success. Even with the limited success, interest "...was growing and we
began...to think well, there's enough interest so we should begin funneling it
through a staff member. So we began to funnel it through a staff member but
they had a fulltimejob already and we didn't really improve our success rate."
Since our superintendent "...had a very cautious approach towards
grants...because he had heard terrible stories about people getting a grant that
cost them more than the grant brought in" this lack of success was "...not really a
problem. We wanted to be sure that the grants we applied for aligned with our
district's plans... .we didn't want to go off chasing rabbits to get grants for things
that we would have never done if we didn't have the money."
The assistant superintendent stated, "...grants were really frustrating us. I
guess the real impetus behind getting the people out of this frustration mode
came when two of my elementary people, my Executive Director of Elementary
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Education and the Coordinator of Language Arts said, 'How would you feel if we
went to interview someone close by and just find out what they're doing and
where we should start because we really feel that we should be doing grants.'
So they went to interview School District E's grant proposal writer." The assistant
superintendent stated how this meeting changed School District F's thinking
concerning the grant proposal writer's position in that the position was now
considered a need and the person selected for the position did need specialized
knowledge. Also, this meeting convinced School District F's central
administration that instead of just talking about creating the position they would
accelerate their time-table because School District E's grant proposal writer
agreed to assist School District F in developing interview procedures.
With these items in place "...we talked seriously about seeing if we could
keep it [grant proposal writer position] in the budget by saying we are not going
out and hiring someone immediately. We'll look for the right person." Another
fact relating to school finance was assisting in "raising this question of grants to
the front burner...because we're becoming a school that's going to have to start
giving money back to the state if they don't change the formulas."
Then the fact emerged that, "...[School District E's] grant proposal writer
saying he might be willing to explore other opportunities. It seemed like the
perfect time. We had the opportunity to hire someone that was experienced and
had a track record."
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The assistant superintendent did add one very interesting item, "...if
[School District E's] grant proposal writer would have walked in here three years
ago I would have enjoyed the interview but there wouldn't have been enough
ground work to say there's a need in the district. Now, though, it matched an
identified need and a growing consensus of a need in the district...at the correct
time with the correct person....so I went to the superintendent and said we need
to do this now... .only a couple of times in my life that I've said if we let this
opportunity go by we're going to be really sorry. I thought that about hiring
[School District E's] grant proposal writer."
When the assistant superintendent was asked to summarize her thoughts
she stated, "We didn't know what we didn't know [about the grant proposal
position]. If we knew the right questions to ask, then I think we would have had
someone in the position eariier. But we kept seeing it in terms of the dollars it
would cost and the potential of fragmenting the district rather that looking at it for
the potential for alignment through the funds that would be bought in."
The assistant superintendent recommended talking to the Director of
Elementary Curriculum and during this interview some additional points were
made and reinforced. The director made many of the same points as the
assistant superintendent; not getting grants just to be getting grants,
misalignment of the grant to the district goals, discovering not everyone is suited
to write grant proposals.
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The main additional point was how the grant proposal writer attempted to
leam School District F's culture, "He just stepped right in...the only things we did
were fill in some gaps...he was getting to know the philosophy of the district,
getting to know the curriculum, getting to know our programs, getting to know our
people, getting to know where we're going so he can decide if a grant fits into the
philosophy....Specifically, he had a grant that would have brought in several
hundreds of thousands of dollars and it looked like it would be easy for us to get
it...with him being here only a few weeks this would have really made him look
good... but some of our people were concerned if we wanted the
program...instead of trying to convince us to apply, he reassured us that there
would be other grants and we didn't need to apply for this one if it didn't fit...that
really sold me." The director explained that the grant proposal writer had put the
school districts needs above his in the sense that he did not insist on applying for
a grant that did not totally fit the vision of the school district.
When asked to summarize her insights the director stated, "If you don't
have a vision, you can't know what you're going after. The integration among
and between the departments must be first. It [the grant proposal] must impact
student learning. It's not just the dollar amount. It's the quality of the program
the dollars buy. The district must be able to articulate its vision and this must
align with the grants that are being sought."
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Data from School District G
The administrative staff of School District G all agreed that the only person
that this researcher needed to interview was the grant proposal writer. This was
because she created the position and has been, since the inception of the
position, the driving force behind grant development office.
The grant proposal writer developed how she had come to be initially
employed by School District G. She gave her history of being the director of a
non-profit agency in another state where she wrote grant proposals along with
engaging in other fund raising activities. She outlined her educational
background and major health concerns that had lead her to leave the non-profit
agency, come to Texas, and seek a teaching job because it would be less
stressful and allow her to concentrate on her health. After a year of teaching, her
health concerns abated and she stated, "I was bored as a teacher because I had
been used to the high life at my non-profit." She then developed a plan to "...get
me out of the classroom using my experience writing Federal Title VII grants."
The grant proposal writer approached her principal and said, "Let me write
you a Title VII grant to help you serve these ESL (English as a Second
Language) students." Her idea was to name herself as the director of the
program in the grant proposal so she could leave the classroom. The grant
proposal was funded and she began her director duties. Six-months later a
larger Title VII RFP (Request for Proposal) was announced. She told the
Bilingual Director of School District G that the school district might be able to
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meet more of the ESL students' needs if they developed a larger proposal. This
proposal was also funded at a substantially higher level which lead her to ask to
be the grants director to assist the school district in managing and developing
more grants programs. The school district administration's response was
reveling in that they asked, "You can keep doing this?"
The grant proposal writer stated, "They didn't have a clue as to how much
grant money was out there. They didn't have any procedures...I didn't talk to
anyone, just my principal...! just wrote the grant." On further elaboration she
stated, "The school district didn't have a vision to start. Whatever I wanted to
write a grant for was fine because they had never had competitive grants
before...Once money started flowing...then they started coordinating my
activities to work in the broad goals of the district."
The situation at School District G had changed over the years. "Grants
are now a major funding stream...because we do Robin Hood (the plan under
which school districts return locally generated funds to the state because of the
Edgewood actions). We have to give lots of money back to the state. Grants
add lots of value because this money stays." The grant proposal writer stated,
"...as I got more grants funded for different types of programs the superintendent
and I began to meet. The superintendent...provided an informal overview of
where she wanted the district or a program to go...and she told me about
potential problems a program might cause in the community. I think she did this
because...! was setting district policy because I was funding new programs."
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When the grant proposal writer was asked what skills or traits were
needed to be a successful grant proposal writer, she responded by stating,
"...you need to be a generalist, you have to know reading, know special ed, know
bi-lingual, after-school and regular curriculum programs....To bring it all together
almost like a creative writer...to develop a fundable grant."
This interviewee also made another point that, though it was not directly
related to the creation of the position, is important to note. "One of the things that
is different at [School District G] is that I've been setting district policy in a
roundabout way. Since I bring money in to start a program we develop a policy
that includes the programs....this has caused some problems because the wrong
assistant superintendent is heading up the program...or someone else
suggested doing a similar program...but they didn't have the money. When I
leave [School District G]...rve thought about suggesting that my replacement
comes in at this level [assistant superintendent]."

Data Summary: School Districts that
Created Grant Proposal Writing Position
In almost all of the school districts, the need for the grant proposal writing
position flowed from the school district goals that could not be funded within the
current budget. The need for additional funds to meet these goals was one of
the forces that lead to the development of the position. Even in the exception School District G - one sees that desire to create the position flowed from very
specific goals even though it was only from a single person.
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In these school districts the desire to have a grant proposal writer who
already possessed skills was observed. The set of skills might change among
the school districts, but it appeared that at this level the creation of the position
depended somewhat on having the "right person in the right place at the right
time." In other words, these larger school districts desired to have a person fill
the position that had a proven ability to secure grant funding.
Having a vision for the school district and how the alternative funding that
grants can supply to benefit students seems to be the usual starting point for the
development of the grant proposal position. The process of developing the vision
seems to have clarified the need for this additional funding. In the one case
where this vision came from a classroom teacher who wished to use the funded
grant proposal as a means to obtain a different position within the school district,
there was still the additional stated desire to see the needs of these at-risk
students met. After the initial funding was obtained and the school district's
administration realized the possibilities that arose from have these extra funds,
the seeking of grants was integrated into School District G's methods for
developing district and campus improvement plans.

Non-POsition Creation Related
Data from the Interviews
During the course of the interviews, one unusual item was uncovered that
could potentially directly affect the long term success of a school district's having
the grant proposal writing position. This was the concept that grant proposal
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writers could establish school district policy through the proposal that they fund.
School District G's grant proposal writer brought up this point. "I'm able to set
policies because I find funding for programs. Since we've now got the money,
we develop a policy to go with the program." She further stated that at larger
school districts she felt it is important under which assistant superintendent the
grant proposal writer is housed, "...sometimes I feel that I've got to be
concerned about getting a grant funded because another assistant proposed a
program but wasn't able to fund it. If I'm able to find a grant to fund the program,
my boss gets credit for the change....there have been some comments made...I
think this is why they keep moving me from one assistant to another." Upon
further questioning this researcher determined that this point might be one of the
major items to consider in larger school districts that were looking at developing
the position. In other words, where, in the current school district administration
structure, does the grant proposal writer need to be located to be most effective
at meeting school district improvement goals?

Peer Review Data from Initially
Non-interviewed Grant Proposal Writers
This method to establish trustworthiness of the data was not originally
developed in Chapter III but was an item that was mentioned by the interviewees
from the school districts where this researcher was not providing these services
or the grant proposal writer had not been initially interviewed. The individual's
thoughts can be summarized as they believed that the individuals would have
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insights into the process that occurred at their school district: "He's the one who
really understands what a grant writer does and is the one we went to learn more
about creating the position. I really think he would have insights that none of the
rest of us has because this is what he does and he's done at more then one
school district" (School District F staff member).
The two grant proposal writers, from School District B and from School
District E and F, were contacted by phone and explained what was suggested by
the original interviewees. They were both willing to review the Use of Rich. Thick
Descriptions to Establish Trustworthiness section and to meet to discuss their
insights regarding the creation of the position at their respective school districts.
The researcher and the two grant proposal writers were attending a three-day
grant review and arrangements were made for them to be interviewed at this
time. The Use of Rich. Thick Descriptions to Establish TrustiA/orthiness section
was e-mailed to them one week before this meeting with the permission and
knowledge of the other interviewees. The interview was conducted jointly and in
the manner described in Chapter III.
The basic thoughts of these two individuals paralleled the thoughts
expressed by the other interviewees in the Use of Rich. Thick Descriptions to
Establish Trustworthiness section in terms of what occurred at their respective
school districts during the creation of the position. The following quotes provide
additional insights into how these individuals viewed the creation of their
positions.
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The grant proposal writer of School District B views on the creation of her
position were as follows. "I didn't know all of the background... [but] I was aware
that the superintendent wanted to get this position started. When he approached
me I could see that I liked the idea of doing grants for the district. I really thought
this would be something that I would like....I liked the idea that he [the
superintendent] wanted to link the community to the school. I think that this is a
way that he showed the vision for improving [the town]....I have really liked the
fact that I'm able to link many groups in [the town] with the school to develop
grants that improve the quality of life for everyone." She echoed the thoughts of
her superintendent when talking about her school district.
The grant proposal writer from School District E and F views on the
creation of these positions were as follows, "At School District E I wasn't
involved in the listing of the position... I saw it on a job posting. I had written
grants before and wanted to stay in [the area]. So I basically just applied for the
job....I think they may have wanted someone with more of a [public] school
background...but they were impressed with my ability to find a grant they could
apply for as a part of the interview process...! also had enough of an education
background that I basically knew how to relate to what they wanted." At School
District F "...I was helping them see if they wanted to create the position. I was
thinking that I would just be giving them information which they could use to
decided on what to look for and if having the position fit into their plans....The
change (the moving from School District E to School District F) occurred because
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of some of the policy changes that had occurred at [School District E]. My
position was moved to the level of an assistant superintendent in the district
reorganization that [School District E's superintendent] did after he developed the
new strategic plan. I was worried that several people might be 'out to get me'
because I had jumped so many levels in the organization. [School District E] is
highly political and the restructuring got everyone defending their turf...! really
didn't want to be in the position of being that aware of politics. That is why the
move to [School District F] looked so good. From what I could determine...they
didn't operate that way."
Because of the Peer Review nature of having all of the Use of Rich. Thick
Descriptions to Establish Trustworthiness section, the \M\IQ grant proposal writers
commented on the data from the other school districts concerning the creation of
the position. The following data were separated into topic categories and by
grant proposal writer.
School District B's Grant Proposal Writer Data
On the topic of creating the vision for the school district as it relates to this
position her thoughts were as follows, "I think that the concepts of the need for
the vision of what the district can become is something that needs to stressed.
The vision of what School District B and [the town] can become is what is driving
the grants that we develop. Without this direction I would not have been able to
get the grants that we have had funded... .1 would say that it (visioning) is the
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most important thing that I do. Everything else just seems to fall into place when
we've developed what we want to get..."
On the topics of having an experienced grant proposal writer and knowing
the culture of the school district, her thoughts were as follows, "I could see
where large schools would want to hire someone that already had a track record.
This wasn't the case at [School District B]. I really didn't have any experience
specifically with writing grants. But I did have a lot of community
experience...[and] I think it was this that caused my superintendent to look at
having me in this position. He knew that I would go out and learn how to write
the grants...and I already knew what the schools needed."
On the topic of need for additional funding her thoughts were as follows,
"We're always looking for more money...our people never seem to run out of
ideas. [School District B] isn't in a Chapter 41 situation but we were needing
programs that were outside of normal funding....When they created my position
we also were able to do more with the community. Some of my largest grants
have been joint grants that the school would have never gotten on their
own...and they have really improved the sen/ices available in [town]....The board
has looked at this as a way that the school can meet the community's needs
while helping us improve our scores."
On the topic of grant proposal writers setting school district policy her
thoughts were as follows, "I've never really seen what was reported at the big
school. Maybe that's because we really don't have that much in the way of
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district administration layers and I work well with all the people in those jobs. I
could see how this would be different in big schools and how some of the things
I've funded would be seen as setting policy."
School District E and F's Grant Proposal Writer Data
On the topic of creating the vision for the school district as it relates to this
position his thoughts were as follows, "At both school districts I could see the
vision was driving the creation of the position. At [School District E] the
superintendent came from an out-of-state school that had a grant development
office and he knew how effective this system was at generating funds for needed
programs....At [School District F] they had come to me and told me why they
were looking at the position. They were in the process of clarifying their vision for
how grants could improve student education....They were doing things right
because they were doing the planning...instead of just looking for money."
On the topic of having an experienced grant proposal writer and knowing
the culture of the school district his thoughts were as follows, "They were coming
to me because they knew I had had success at funding grants for [School District
E]. They wanted to be sure that they had good information because from what
they said grants had been frustrating them. From other things that have been
said... I really think they wouldn't have moved so fast with creating the position if
they couldn't have found someone with proven abilities...they wanted the
position but there were some fears about having it....I think an example is the
preK grant that we didn't apply for. It just didn't fit into what they wanted to do
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with this program....I've never been thanked before for not getting someone a
grant. But I think by not pushing, I made them realize that grants are a tool to
help them achieve their vision...[and] not something that has a life of their own."
On the topic of need for additional funding his thoughts were as follows,
"[School District F] is in the process of becoming a Chapter 41 district [school
districts that return locally collected tax funds to the state]. They also are starting
to have needs that can't be funded through normal means. The district
improvement plan is calling for the campuses to develop more individualized
programs...to meet their students' needs. All of these things are pushing the
budget to its limits."
On the topic of grant proposal writers setting school district policy his
thoughts were as follows, "In many respects the reason I left [School District E]
was because of this. The grants I funded had started a new set of programs and
they crossed normal lines of responsibilities. The guidelines that the grants had
were setting policy and this was starting to cause problems....! didn't want to get
into it...which is why [School District F's] offer was so appealing....[School
District F's] administration seems to be less concerned with these issues...they
have the focus on their students not who's in charge."
Summary of Peer Review Interview
The two grant proposal writers reinforced the themes and topics that were
identified in the initial interviews. The need for having a vision to establish what
would be sought in grant proposal writing was stressed. The need for a fit to be
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established between the grant development and the cultural goals of the school
districts was developed. The funding issues, in terms of the Edgewood court
rulings and need for specialized programming to meet sub-group of students
needs, were stated as the reasons that school districts look to grants as a means
of altemative funding. The possibility of funded grant proposals establishing
school district policy were developed and problems that this could cause were
outlined. The data gained from this peer review supported this researcher's
assertions and themes developed from the initial interview data.

Summary
The data from the pilot and research study phases tend to support similar
findings. These findings are: (1) someone at the school district must have a
vision for what it can become; (2) the extra funding that grants provide will
accelerate the realization of this vision; (3) a person must be found with the
ability to create a fundable grant proposal that will take into account the vision,
school district culture, and current curriculum needs; and (4) when the above
factors come together, a successful system for obtaining alternative funding of
public education is developed. The data gained from the peer review conducted
by other grant proposal writers extended and supported the aforementioned
findings.
The general statement of the need for a grand vision of student success
can be seen as a significant factor that helped bring the other components
together that led to the creation of the position. The vision, not a need for
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increased funding, appears to be the starting point for the school districts that
have successfully created or contracted for grant proposal writing sen/ices.
The findings also show that forces outside of public education are
promoting the creation of the position. The failure of the State of Texas to fund
all school districts at a maximum level supported the need of alternative funding
sources. Also, the need for specialized programs to meet specific sub-group
student population needs was determined to be another reason why the position
is needed. Lastly, the linkage of the school district needs to larger community
needs was identified as another factor in the public supporting the position after
its initial creation.
The unusual finding was at larger school districts. It appears that school
district politics can limit the long-term effectiveness of the grant proposal writer.
This seems to relate to the finding that the grant proposal writer can in effect,
establish school district policy through the grants that they receive but if the
assistant superintendent who receives credit for the policy developed is
perceived as inappropriately receiving that credit, other school district officials
may work to undermine grant proposal writing efforts. The issue of politics was
found to be a reason why one successful grant proposal writer switched school
districts. Thus, this was determined to be a factor that must be considered in a
school district's decision to create the position, even though it is not directly
related to the findings of this study.
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The final chapter will summarize the literature, review the research
methods, discuss thefindings,and provide an interpretation of the data in
relationship to the reasons why school districts create or contract for grant
proposal writing. Additionally, this chapter will discuss the implication for future
research along with the limitations of the study. Lastly, because of this
researcher's unique relationship to the on-going grant proposal writing activities
of School District A, School District C and School District D, the effects of having
a successful grant proposal writing program will be discussed.
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Table 4.1
Academic Excellence Indicator System (AEIS) Information 2000/01

Category
Enrollment

Accountability
Rating

School
District
A
2,100

Exemplary

School
District
B
4,420
Academically
Acceptable

School
District
C
415

Recognized

School
District
D
372

Exemplary

School
District
E
31,536

Recognized

School
District
F
14,499

Recognized

School
District
G
35,138
Academically
Acceptable

TAAS
Passing;
All Tests English
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
10th grade
All TestsSpanish

85.50%
87.20%
96.90%
94.70%
96.80%
86.40%
93.20%

80.60%
77.50%
83.70%
77.50%
81.20%
68.50%
78.60%

88.00%
73.30%
89.70%
92.90%
90.00%
77.30%
85.30%

78.60%
100.00%
100.00%
96.00%
89.70%
77.30%
96.30%

3rd grade
4th grade

85.90%
88.80%
94.00%
90.00%
89.80%
83.00%
88.10%

84.20%
81.60%
90.00%
87.70%
91.00%
77.50%
92.00%

80.20%
83.60%
91.20%
91.00%
86.10%
75.30%
86.60%

46.2%
15.4%

42.9%

46.2%
35.3%
85.7%

5th grade

Attendance
Rate

Dropout Rate

97.00%

95.40%

96.20%

97.60%

96.30%

95.80%

96.10%

0.20%

1.20%

0.00%

0.50%

0.70%

0.90%

0.70%

96.70%
0.00%

83.20%
3.80%

90.00%
5.00%

100.00%
0.00%

87.70%
3.60%

80.30%
5.50%

88.70%
2.20%

0.80%
2.50%

5.90%
7.00%

0.00%
5.00%

0.00%
0.00%

5.70%
3.00%

8.10%
6.20%

4.00%
5.10%

Completion
Rate/
student
Status - 2000
Graduated
GEO
Continuing
HS
Dropped Out
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Table 4.1 (continued)

Category

School
District
A

School
District
B

School
District
C

School
District
D

School
District
E

School
District
F

School
District
G

Ethnic
Distribution
African
American

Asian

1.00%
29.50%
69.20%
0.10%

9.10%
47.00%
43.00%
0.60%

2.70%
27.00%
70.10%
0.00%

1.10%
55.40%
43.50%
0.00%

7.80%
17.80%
67.20%
6.80%

3.70%
14.80%
78.50%
2.50%

23.10%
20.70%
46.90%
8.90%

Native
American

0.20%

0.20%

0.20%

0.00%

0.30%

0.50%

0.40%

Economically
Disadvantaged

37.20%

49.90%

50.80%

72.30%

13.50%

14.70%

34.60%

3.70%

3.30%

5.30%

10.50%

4.40%

3.30%

17.80%

1.320
0.132

1.295
0.133

1.500
0.000

1.365
0.095

1.366
0.342

1.356
0.265

1.488
0.180

Hispanic
Anglo

Limited English
Proficient - LEP

Adopted Tax
Rate
M&O
l&S
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
School districts are under growing pressure to have ever increasing
student achievement performance scores as measured by state standardized
tests. This translates into the desire of school districts to have additional
curriculum programs to improve all students' scores along with specialized
programs to target improving at-risk students' scores since their scores tend to
be the lowest in most school districts. Within this dynamic there is the pressure
of a lack of additional fiscal resources that limits the new programs a school
district can initiate. Since the 1980s, researchers have been discussing that
"tightening of thefinancialbelt" (Seldin & Maloy, 1981, p. 330), "dwindling
budgets" (Maloy & Seldin, 1982, p. 65), thefinancialstraitjacket caused by a
"triad of budget woes of shrinking tax dollars at the local, state, and federal
levels; ever-rising fixed expenses; and skyrocketing personnel costs" (White &
Morgan 1992, p. 260) have led public school systems to increasingly seek to
federal and state grants to support new and innovative educational programs that
are designed to accomplish the aforementioned goals. The major problem with
tapping into this source of funding is developing and writing the grant proposal.
This problem exists because the current structure of staff duties in most school
districts does not provide free time for staff to write grant proposals. Therefore, if
a school district or campus within a school district wants a grant proposal written,
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staff members must usually do it at night and on weekends (Frye & Reavis,
2001).
The new methods of testing students raise an additional concern, besides
just having extra funds to purchase programs, of what long range coordinated
school district plans are needed to improve the knowledge level of all students.
The need for these plans is evident as it is no longer enough to have a teacher
standing in front of a class imparting his/her wisdom and then asking students to
recite that wisdom on a conventional assessment measure. Instead, "reformers
call for teachers to be facilitators of instruction, students to be involved in
relevant, real-life experiences, and the curriculum to provide the skills,
processes, and knowledge for productive citizenship in the third
millennium....None of these changes come without a price tag - yet the needed
funding is often outside the reach of the school district's regular operating
budget..." (Schnitzer & Nichols, 1998, p. 1). For this reason, Schnitzer (1995)
made a strong suggestion that principals must become the driving force behind
obtaining grants for their campus if they are to acquire their campus's fair share
of available grant money. The general consensus from the twenty plus years of
discussion about alternative methods for funding public education is that a
coordinated effort to develop additional funds would yield real benefits to public
preK-12 education.
This study is significant because it identifies the factors that contributed to
formalizing a program of grant proposal writing. The data collected and its
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interpretations can provide school district decision makers with a rationale and
guidelines for either determining if their school district has similar factors or if
these factors can be developed. This support is needed because, as Thompson
et al., (1994) stated in their book on fiscal leadership for school districts, school
boards in general are conservative with public funds which would lead to
reluctance to create a position like a grant proposal writer that is not common or
proven effective. It is further significant in that this study has provided arichand
thick description of the process that several school districts engaged in when
they created the program of grant proposal writing. This information will allow
other school districts to relate their situation to those delineated by this study
(Fullan, 2001; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). A further point of significance for school
districts that are becoming Chapter 41 (school districts that return funds to the
State of Texas) is that this study provides a description of factors which need to
be in place before they can create a system by which they can increase the
funds available for programs through the acquisition of grants (Walker & Casey,
1996).
Literature Review
The literature review was focused on several areas that related to the
creation of the grant proposal writing position. The first was a review of the
literature concerning the creation of positions at public school districts. Staffing
decisions are one of the more important responsibilities that administrators have
in public schools because these decisions directly affect the quality of the
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education of students and account for almost 80% of a typical school district's
budget (Smith, 1998). Webb et al., (1987) described staffing changes as being
"One of the quickest ways to make an important improvement in the services of a
school" (p. 77). The literature review included information about how important it
was for campus administrators to communicate their vision of the goals to
promote effective change (Gallagher et al., 1996). Meek (1999) stated that
effective communication was seen as a way to: (1) strengthen the partnership of
parents and the school; (2) promote school activities and events; (3) explain
school programs and school benefits; (4) enhance the image of the schools; and
(5) promote support for education in the community.
The literature on the basic structure of school district management was
developed to provide a context in which one could view the creation of the grant
proposal writer position. The historical structure of school districts' management
systems was developed in terms of the hierarchical structure factory model rational model (Patterson et al., 1986) and the involvement-oriented approach natural systems model (Lawler, 1992). The differences between thetiA/oviews of
organization have to do with the way work is organized, managed, and staffed.
The rational model attempts to simplify and standardize tasks and to assign
responsibility for certain functions to specific staff members. The natural systems
model attempts to deal with tasks as they relate to the larger whole and to form
teams of staff members who bring different skills that can be used to solve
problems. Thesetiwodifferent views affect staffing decisions in that in the
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rational model a position is created to serve a specific organizational need, while
in the natural systems model the need to have more skills to solve a problem
lead to the need for more staff who have additional skills (Seyfarth, 1996). These
items were then related to the creation of specific positions within school districts
from a historical and present day perspective.
The review of literature next explored the role that vision has within the
public schools. Thinking in the late 1980s through the present has shifted to
recognize vision as an essential characteristic of educational leaders (ASCD,
1987 & 1992; Bolman & Deal, 1991; Deal, 1992; Fullan, 2001; Hord, 1992;
Kouzes & Posner, 1987; Murphy, 1990; National Leadership Network, 1991;
Renchler, 1991; Seeley, 1992a; Sergiovanni, 1987; Sergiovanni, 1990; Shelve &
Schoenheit, 1987; Thomson, 1992; Tobia & Hord, 2002). This shift occurred
because the public, the press and the professional school practitioners share a
keen desire for their schools to become a place where all students achieve high
standards which lead to demands for major policy reforms (Fullan, 2001). The
National Governors' Association highlighted the need for educational
restructuring, in From Rhetoric to Action, making it clear that "leading and
managing a restructuring effort requires communicating a vision for systemic
change" and that principals "must provide the vision to help shape new school
structures and organizational arrangements" (1991, pp. 42-43). The review of
the literature gave an explanation of what was meant by the term vision. Further,
the review developed how the cluster of beliefs and images, involved in the case
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of educational visions, such components as "educational philosophies, values,
missions, goals, school cultures" (Renchler, 1991, p.1), that provides a
sufficiently coherent and comprehensive picture of a desirable and feasible future
state to motivate action in a purposeful way. Clearly the underiying reason why
vision has become such a prominent concern, even though there is no specific
definition of the term, is the increasing demand for much higher levels of
achievement in American education. To produce better results means changing
what is being done, and changing what is being done requires having some
vision of what changes have to be made to produce the desired results. Schools
"are being thrust into the national spotiight, and with them school leaders. As
public expectations for schools rise, as the president's six national educational
goals contrast with the growing dysfunctions of classroom and family, the
citizenry looks increasingly at principals and superintendents for answers"
(Thomson, 1992, p. v). The way in which modern management and leadership
theory sees vision operating to produce effective organizations is highly
compatible with the emerging new system vision for public education. Instead of
the old bureaucratic model for command and control, modern management
theory sees far more productivity and excellence coming from vision-driven
organizations, with much more autonomy for carrying out the vision delegated to
those producing the product or dealing with the customers or clients, and much
more collaboration among the participants on the grounds that success requires
"virtually everyone's commitment" (Peters & Waterman, 1982, p. 17; Blankstein,
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1992; BonstingI, 1992; Deming, 1988; Fullan, 2001; Kearns & Doyle, 1988;
Rhodes, 1992). A compelling vision reflects the values held by the staff and
stakeholders and drives all decisions made at a school. "In order to foster a
common understanding about the vision, effective leaders use every opportunity
to refer to the vision of the school during school and community meetings,
personal interactions, and written communications" (Tobia & Hord, 2002, p. 2).
The literature concerning the method of public school finance in the State
of Texas was developed and related to the reason why recent court decisions
and subsequent legislative changes for funding public school districts have set
the stage for school boards to consider creation of the position of grant proposal
writer and/or development office. The Edgewood v. Kirby case began the
process of changing the method of funding for Texas public schools. On June
1,1987, State District Court Judge Harley Clark issued a ruling that the system
for funding Texas public schools was in violation of the Texas Constitution and
thus began an eight year battle to develop a constitutional method for funding
public education that ended with Senate Bill 1 (1995). The main effect of the
court challenges and legislative responses was to develop a system in which the
amount of local funds that a school district could raise was limited so that the
inequities between rich and poor school districts was eliminated (Walker &
Casey, 1996). A further contributing factor to accelerating the creation of the
grant proposal writer position is found in Senate Bill 4. In Senate Bill 4 (1999),
several programs that once were tied to a school district's average daily
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attendance were changed to a grant process where a school district was required
to write a grant proposal to obtain these funds.
The last section of the literature review covered the grant proposal writing
position in terms of creating the position, the effects of having the position, and
the state of literature concerning the position. Levenson (2002) stated, "There is
a critical need for increased funding to the public schools. The tax base, just like
the tax base for state colleges and universities, is not enough to provide a 'woridclass' education for all our children....Public schools must look beyond their
traditional external funding sources if they are to stay competitive....The schools
have such great potential to raise serious money. All they have to do is find out
how, and ask!" (p. xi). Levenson (2002) went further and stated that, "School
districts must begin to employ full-time development staff and consultants to
assist the schools in learning how to ask for and obtain major grants and gifts" (p.
29). Schnitzer and Nichols (1998) stated, "Finding novel ways to fund projects
that do not fall under the regular operating budget is important to school leaders
in today's budget tightening world....In order to help solve the problem of finding
funds...many school districts have turned to developing and writing grant
proposals...How this is done and who is responsible for such grant development
varies from district to district, but the expense and time can be well worth the
effort if approached in the right manner" (pp. 1-2). In summarizing what they had
learned in the development of the grant office they stated, "While all of these
functions can be performed by personnel assigned other duties, our experience
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in the Norfolk Public Schools has been that if the grants functions are not
assigned to someone specific, they somehow receive inadequate attention or 'fall
through the cracks' altogether. Therefore, our school district found that it was
economically feasible and advantageous to have one professional devoted
exclusively to the competitive grants arena. Such positions will more than pay for
themselves as an organized effort is made to seek and win competitive grant
funds" (Schnitzer & Nichols, 1998, p. 6). Born and Wilson (2000), when studying
school districts that obtained funding from non-traditional sources, found for the
five states of Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas, an
unexpected outcome in how "hard it was to determine what school districts were
doing to raise these funds" (p. 6).

Research Methods
This study was divided into three phases of the pilot studies, designed
study, and post-member checking study additions. The pilot studies were used
to establish initial thoughts, interview questions, and background information
concerning the factors that contribute to a school district's decision to create a
grant proposal writer position. Also, data from these pilot studies were
reanalyzed in terms of the final question developed for this study. The designed
study was initially approved by the dissertation committee as described in
Chapter III. The post-member checking study additions were items added to the
designed study at the suggestion of the individuals interviewed for data for the
study and described in Chapter IV.
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The pilot study phase begin during the 1999/00 school year in response to
the course requirements for the qualitative data analysis series of courses
offered at Texas Tech University. The researcher chose the topic of 'factors that
contribute to a school district's decision to create a grant proposal writer position'
because he held that position at School District A. From the initial courses in
qualitative data analysis until the present, the researcher has held this position
and been actively researching this subject. This close personal relationship to
the topic creates an opportunity for an autobiographical form of self-study
research. Therefore, the cautions from Bullough and Pinnegar (2001) that the
researcher and the reader of the study must be aware of the potential for the lack
of objectivity and biases must be considered. This awareness is needed even
though this type of self-study research could illuminate a new area of study in a
manner that is impossible without this level of intimate knowledge of the subject.
During the designed study phase, data were collected using interviews at
school districts that had created the grant proposal writer position or contracted
for these services. After each of these interviews the researcher made fieldnotes
to assist with the analysis of the interviewee data. The constant comparative
method of data analysis was used (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). The interviews were
semi-structured and were transcribed. Data analysis proceeded throughout the
study and was almost complete by the end of the initial data gathering. Each
data point was coded throughout the pilot and designed study phases. The
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sorting process went through several stages until the final categories were
identified.
After the data were interpreted and put in written form in the Use of Rich.
Thick Descriptions to Establish Trustworthiness section, member checking
(Lincoln & Guba 1985) was utilized. During this member checking, the
interviewees made two suggestions of information that they thought would make
the study more useful to school districts who were attempting to determine if they
should create the grant proposal writing position or contract for these services.
These two suggestions were to interview their school district's grant proposal
writer and to include the effects that having a successful program of grant
proposal writing has had on school districts.
The post-member checking study additions phase was added to the study
as a response to the suggestions of the interviewees. The data from the grant
proposal writers was added to Chapter IV and the effects that having a
successful program of grant proposal writing will be included at the end of this
chapter. The procedures for the interviews of the grant proposal writers were the
same as those that were developed during the pilot phase and employed during
the study phase. The data were reported in Chapter IV in the Use of Rich. Thick
Descriptions to Establish Trustworthiness section.
To establish the trustworthiness of the data for the qualitative analysis
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985) the following five procedures were utilized: (1)
Triangulation, (2) Clarification of Researcher Bias, (3) Member Checking, (4)
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Rich, Thick Description, and (5) Peer Review (Creswell, 1998). Trustworthiness
of the data in qualitative analysis is parallel to the concept of reliability and
validity of the data in quantitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Triangulation was accomplished by the use of multiple sources of data
from multiple school districts. Multiple sources of data were obtained by using
information from seven school districts and at least two individuals were
interviewed at each school district (with the exception of one school district). The
interviews from each of these persons were compared to determine consistency
between the individuals at each school district. Also, the transcribed interviews
were compared to the researcher'sfieldnotesmade immediately following each
interview as another method for contributing to trustworthiness.
Clarification of Researcher Bias was developed in Chapter IV so that the
researcher and the readers of this study would be aware of potential limiting
factors in using the information contained in this study at their school districts.
The researcher stated his biases and reasons why they were held. This
development of the statement of researcher bias was begun while the pilot
studies were being developed and was completed before this study was
undertaken.
Member Checking was accomplished by providing all of the interviewees
with the Use of Rich. Thick Descriptions to Establish TrustiA/orthiness section of
the study that was completed when all of the initial interviews were finished. All
of the interviewees were provided with the quotes used by this researcher to
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support the themes developed in this study. The interviewees were asked if the
quotes used were accurate and in their opinion reflected the themes delineated
by the researcher. There was not a need expressed by any of the interviewees
to have any major changes in the quotes or the themes that they were
associated with. The majority of the discussions involved expanding on the
information already provided, which reinforced the originally derived themes and
suggestions for other types of data, and including the peer review of having the
grant proposal writer at the respective school districts review the findings. These
suggestions lead to the inclusion of Peer Review Data from Initially Noninterviewed Grant Proposal Writers in Chapter IV and a section at the end of this
chapter concerning the effect of having a successful program of grant proposal
writing.
Peer review was accomplished by allowing the grant proposal writers who
were not initially interviewed review the Use of Rich. Thick Descriptions to
Establish Trustworthiness section and arranging an interview where these
individuals were debriefed. The data from this interview were developed in
Chapter IV. These individuals were given their data to allow for Member
Checking in the aforementioned manner.
To allow for transferability, rich and thick descriptions of the data in all of
the phases of this study were supplied to the reader through the use of extensive
direct quotes from the interviewees. Further, detailed school district
demographic and other academic/fiscal information from the Texas Education
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Agency's Academic Excellence Indicator System Information 2000/01 were
provided. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), it is the researcher's task to
provide sufficient details that make transferability judgments possible by the
reader. This study has provided the rich and thick description of the interviewee
data along with the school districts demographic and other academic/fiscal
information that will allow an informed decision by the reader on whether of not
the findings can transfer to his/her school district.
Methodologies from grounded theory and systems analysis will be
employed to amplify the understanding of the multiple cases of this study.
Grounded theory is inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon it
represents through discovery, development, and provisional verification from
systematically collected data and analysis of the data pertaining to the
phenomenon. The purpose of the grounded theory method is to build a theory
that is faithful to and illuminates the topic under study. A well-constructed
grounded theory will meet four central criteria forjudging the applicability of a
theory to a phenomenon: fit, understanding, generality, and control (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990 and developed by Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The system analysis
methodology seeks to identify how the components of a functional system work
together as a whole to arrive at an end product; how what is done in one part of
the system affects the rest of the system. The systems analysis approach as
described by Pfeiffer (1968), allows for the determination of the effect that
changing one part of an educational organization has on the entire organization.
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The intended and unintended effects that a change in the organizational structure
of a school system causes can be identified and a model can be created that can
be generalized to other real worid settings. Salisbury (1996) also pointed out
how system analysis allows one to determine the underlying reason(s) for the
contributions to change, which allows for the model that is created to have
practical decision implications.
Findings from the Data
In this study, the data were collected in three phases. Phase I was the
pilot studies and started in the 1999/00 school year as a method to partially
complete course requirements for the Texas Tech University qualitative course
series. Phase II was the designed study and was initiated in 2001 as a method
to partially complete requirements for the doctoral program at Texas Tech
University. Phase III was the post-member checking study additions and were
supplied in 2002 as a response to the suggestion of the interviewees given
during member checking of their data.
Phase I
The Phase I portion of the study took place over several years and sen/ed
as the basis for the design of this study. Data from two of the pilot studies were
reanalyzed in terms of the research question developed for this study. The
interview information from School District A and School District B were revisited
and provided the following insights for the design of the study. First, someone at
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the school district had a vision for the improvement of the school district.
Second, there was someone wishing to see the creation of the grant proposal
writing position as a method for funding this vision. Third, each school district
had a current staff member who was thought to have the skills to be successful in
this grant proposal writing role.
The reanalysis of the interviews showed the importance of someone at the
school district having a vision for what it could become and relating this vision to
the need for increased funding that could not be met within the current school
district budget. This need for linkage was even seen in popular press
publications on grant proposal writing. In Grant Writing for Dummies (Browning,
2001), the statement was made that, "Rule number one is that you don't ask for a
grant without thinking first. You'd be surprised how many nonprofit organizations
lurch from one crisis to another. They never plan ahead in terms of grant
seeking....What they lack is a funding plan, an internal examination of the
organization's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats" (p. 12). All of
the aforementioned lead this researcher to delineate the theme of vision for what
the school district could become in terms how important it was to the creation of
the grant proposal writing position.
The need for a driving force behind the creation of the position was seen
at both of these school districts since the position of grant proposal writer is not
yet common. Though the person behind the driving force was not in the same
position at the two school districts, in both cases the person behind the driving
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force was one who was willing to lobby for the position over several years and
employ changes in the school district's situation to their advantage for the
creation of the grant proposal writing position. Some of the literature would seem
to suggest that the need for this driving force behind the creation of the position
might diminish in the future. The American Association of Fundraising Council
(2002) stated in its report, Giving USA 2001. that charitable giving to education
was the second highest category after religion totaling $28.18 billion in gifts.
Further, Levenson (2002) stated when discussing what philanthropy means for
the public schools, "It means that the public schools are at the threshold of one of
the biggest booms in the history of philanthropy, and we need to 'crank up' our
systems. School districts must begin to employ full-time development staff and
consultants to assist the schools in learning how to ask for and obtain major
grants..." (p. 29).
At both of these school districts having a qualified person on staff to fill the
position was stated as one of the reasons that they established the position. At
School District A the person, this researcher, obtained a grant for both his
employing school district and had also received one at a former school district
which made him a proven quantity in the minds of the administration and the
school board. Further, there was a position opening for an additional special
population program that he was able to fulfill while writing grant proposals. This
made this person the ideal candidate for the position. At School District B the
person was known in the community, able to function in a variety of roles, and
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liked by the school board. When her function in an administrative role at the
school district was not seen as positive by some of her staff, the superintendent
remarked that she was the "...perfect person to go to the board again to attempt
to get a grant writer..." because the superintendent stated that she "...possessed
all of the qualities needed to be successful writing grants." Neither of these
individuals sought to become the school district's grant writer but events lead
them into the position. Thisfindinghas been noted by other researchers.
Browning (2001) stated, "Most grant writers start out in a field of their choice, like
nursing or education, but along the way are dragged, sometimes unwillingly, into
helping a nonprofit organization find money - mostly in the form of a grant
award....Today, the art or skill of writing grant requests is no longer a process of
trial and error. Grant writing has become an occupation. It is a science - a skill
that reflects a precise application of facts..." (p. 1). Thus, one could make the
implication that though in the past school districts needed to have this personal
relationship with the grant proposal writer, in the future individuals will be able to
study to become a grant proposal writer since the position will become more
common.
The information gained during Phase I was used by the researcher to
establish a basis for developing this study and provide a base level of
understanding of how school districts were beginning to view the grant proposal
writer position. Thefindingsof the pilot studies can be summarized as follows:
(1) Having extra funds for public education that come from non-traditional
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sources such as grants was beneficial in assisting a school district in achieving
its goals; (2) The primary problem with a school district's obtaining grant funds
was finding individual(s) that have the time with already acquired expertise to
develop grant proposals; (3) In the state of Texas, changes in public school
finance were driving school districts into the creation of the position because of
funding limits; (4) The development of a vision of what the school district can
become was a necessary first step in the process of developing an effective
grant proposal writing program; (5) The understanding by the school board and
school district administration that there was a learning curve that the grant
proposal writers experienced as they developed the skills needed to be effective
grant proposal writers; and (6) There was a person(s) at each of the school
districts who wished to see the position created (Frye & Reavis, 2001; Frye &
Reavis, in press).

Phase II
Data for this study were collected from August until December 2001 from
five school districts. School districts employedtiA/otypes of structures for the
grant proposal writing: (1) contracting for these services; or (2) creating the
position within the school district. Both of the two school districts that contracted
for these sen/ices used this researcher for grant proposal development. At two
of the three school districts that created the position, the position was held by the
same individual (but not at the same time). The findings from thetiA/omethods of
obtaining grant proposal writers were discussed separately.
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At School District C this researcher had a long personal relationship with
the former superintendent which lead to the development of several funded
proposals. School District A and School District C, on several occasions,
developed joint grant proposals for their mutual benefit. The programs funded
allowed School District C to meet more of its long range performance plan goals
at an accelerated rate. When this superintendent left School District C, the new
superintendent entered into a more formal contractual agreement for the grant
proposal writing service because he wished to insure the program of grant
proposal writing would continue. School District C now looks to grant funds as a
method to continue programs and accelerate the achievement of its goals. At
School District D there was not this level of a close personal relationship betiA/een
the researcher and the person who was attempting to write grant proposals.
Over time, a more personal relationship was developed because of the
aforementioned joint grant proposals that linked these three school districts.
When the person who had initially been developing the grant proposals left
School District D, their superintendent entered into a formal agreement for grant
proposal development, training and proposal writing. At both of these small
school districts the contracting for grant proposal writing services came after
there had been several proposals funded. Thus the administration and the
school boards of these school districts had experienced the effects that receiving
grant funds could have on meeting school district goals. When they entered into
the contractual relationship it was for a known service and at a lower cost than
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was expected. They looked at contracting for these services in the same light
that they did for special education services in that this was something that they
needed, but could not afford to do without a cooperative type of setting. They
viewed a failure to contract for these services as potentially losing money for their
school district.
At the three larger school districts that created the grant proposal writer
position, the need for the position generallyflowedfrom school district goals that
could not be funded with their current budgets. AttiA/oof these school districts
this need was the primary reason the position was created. The one large school
district that did not follow this pattern has come to depend on the funds
generated by grants. This dependence on grant funds for necessary programs
can be seen as a bridge between the smaller and larger school districts in the
sense that a program that began because of a person's grant proposal writing
skills has now been institutionalized. At the three larger school districts, the grant
proposal writer was one who already possessed the skills needed to develop
grant proposals. The expanded vision for what the school district could become
called for additional funding and was seen as a major reason that the school
districts developed the grant proposal writer position. The extra programs
needed by special population students could not be met in an effective manner
without the additional funds that grants provided. All of the aforementioned items
lead to one finding that was not observed at the smaller school district; the
potential problem of the grant proposal writer setting school district policy through
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funded grant proposals. The potential problem was that of "turf wars" among the
upper school district administration since the grant proposal writer position tends
to be subordinate in the typical hierarchy of larger school district leadership.
From the integration of all of the aforementioned data, the following
themes were identified: (1) the school district or staff member(s) of the school
district developed a vision for what the school district could become; (2) this
vision called for programs beyond the current scope of funding; (3) the school
district perceived grants as being a method of providing this source of alternative
funding; (4) the school district developed a method to write grant proposals either
through creation of the grant proposal writing position or contracting for these
services; (5) an advocate for the creation of the grant proposal writing position as
a means for the funding of this vision emerged; and (6) a belief that a designated
person can successfully merge grant proposal writing with the vision for what the
school district can become. Thus, a clear vision for what the school district can
become, not just a need for increased funding, was found to be the starting point
for development of the grant proposal writing position. In other words, "the
establishment and maintenance of a vision is thought by scholars in leadership
and school effectiveness to be a cornerstone, or absolutely essential to the
functioning of an institution such as an effective school" (Dantiey, 1989, p. 245).
Furthermore, the way in which modern management and leadership theory sees
vision operating to produce effective organizations is highly compatible with the
emerging new system vision for public education. Instead of the old bureaucratic
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model for command and control, modem management theory sees far more
productivity and excellence coming from vision-driven organizations, with much
more autonomy for carrying out the vision delegated to those producing the
product or dealing with the customers or clients, and much more collaboration
among the participants on the grounds that success requires "virtually everyone's
commitment" (Peters & Waterman, 1982, p. 17; Blankstein, 1992; BonstingI,
1992; Deming, 1988; Fullan, 2001; Keams & Doyle, 1988; Rhodes, 1992).
Phase III
The post-member checking study additions were items added to the
designed study at the suggestion of the individuals interviewed for data for the
study. These suggestions were made during the member checking of their data
and were made in response to the question of, "What do you think would make
this study more useful to a school district attempting to determine if they should
establish the grant proposal writing position?" The first suggestion of
interviewing the grant proposal writer will be developed now and the second
suggestion of detailing the effects of a successful program of grant proposal
writing will be developed at the end of this chapter.
The information gained from thetiA/ogrant proposal writers was in the form
of a Peer Review because these individuals were very knowledgeable
concerning this position in school districts. This type of review allowed for an
extemal check of the research process in much the same spirit as interrater
reliability measures of data in quantitative research (Creswell, 1998). Also, the
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individuals provided their insights into the development of their positions and thus
provided another source of data for triangulation. The themes established in
Phase II were reinforced and elaborated on by these interviewees. The need for
a clear vision of what a school district wished grants to accomplish was stressed
by these individuals along with being aware of the culture of the school district.
The funding issues, in terms of Edgewood legal issues in Texas public school
funding (Walker & Casey, 1996) and the need for specialized programming for
sub-groups of students, were discussed and linked to the reason they felt that a
program of grant proposal writing was essential to meet their school district's
needs. The grant proposal writer from a larger school district did confirm that the
funded grants he wrote established school district policy and suggested how this
could potentially cause some problems. The additional data gained from this
peer review supported this researcher's assertions and themes developed in
Phases I and II of the study.

Summary of Phase I. II. and III Data
The data from the pilot and research study phases tend to support similar
findings. These findings are: (1) someone at the school district must have a
vision for what it can become; (2) the extra funding that grants provide will
accelerate the realization of this vision; (3) a person with the ability to take this
vision, school district culture, and current curriculum needs and create a fundable
grant proposal must be found; and (4) when the above factors come together, a
successful system for obtaining altemative funding of public education is
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developed. The data gained from the peer review conducted with other grant
proposal writers extended and supported the aforementioned findings.
The general statement of the need for a grand vision of student success
can be seen as the glue that helped bring the factors together for the creation of
the position. The vision, not a need for increased funding, appears to be the
starting point for the school districts that have created or contracted for grant
proposal writing services.
The findings also show that forces outside of public education are
promoting the creation of the position. The inability of the State of Texas to fund
all school districts at a maximum level supported the need for alternative funding
sources. Also, the need for specialized programs to meet specific sub-group
student population needs was identified as another reason why the position is
needed. Lastly, the linkage of the school district needs to larger community
needs was identified as another factor in the public's support of the position after
its initial creation.
The unusual finding was at larger school districts. It appears that school
district politics can limit the long-term effectiveness of the grant proposal writer.
This seems to relate to the finding that the grant proposal writer can, in effect,
establish school district policy through the grants that they receive. If an
inappropriate administrator receives credit for the resulting policy others will work
to undermine grant proposal writing efforts. The issue of politics was found to be
a reason why one successful grant proposal writer moved from one school
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district to another. Thus, this was identified as another factor that must be
considered in a school district's decision to create the position

Interpretations from the Data
This researcher's interpretations from the data were in three areas. These
three areas were: (1) Vision, (2) Effects of having a successful program of grant
proposal writing, and (3) Future research. Each of these areas will be
development individually.

Vision
The finding that the development of a vision for a school district was the
prime factor in the creation of the grant proposal writer position or contracting for
these services was an unexpected result. It would seem that school districts with
the greatest financial needs would be the most likely to develop the position.
However, as Born and Wilson (2000), in a discussion of school districts
attempting the initiation of school-wide reform, pointed out, those school districts
most in need of supplemental funding have the fewest resources to commit to
securing these funds. This need for the initial support for the program of grant
writing led them to conclude, "...support appears to gravitate toward the larger
districts with the resources to hire a grant writer..." (p. 7) and "Districts that year
after year receive the most significant philanthropic support appear to be those
that use the funding in systematic, coherent ways..." (p.9). However, another
way to look at these findings is the school districts that see grants as a viable
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means to support their vision of reform of their school district are willing to
commit resources to the position. Also, from personal knowledge that this
researcher has from being a member of the focus group that Born and Wilson
(2000) used as one of the data sources for their monograph, some of the
discussions focused on how the school districts, with a cleariy developed long
range performance plan, were the ones who seemed to have developed a
program of grant writing.
The data from School District C and School District D support this
conclusion in the sense that these school districts had a vision of how they
wished to improve the education of their students that was developed in their
campus and district improvement plans. When given the opportunity to partner
with School District A in grant proposals, they were willing to join into the
proposal while other school districts in the area with greater fiscal need were not.
At School District A the superintendent stated, "...while it might have been
easier for me to create the grant writer position since [school board member] was
pushing for us to write grants.... we really didn't have, in the district, a very well
developed improvement plan. We did not have a strategic plan....in fact our
performance plan...was just one sheet of paper. 1 could not justify going to the
board and asking for a grant writer when I didn't really know exactly what we
needed as a district." Once the long range performance plan or vision was
developed. School District A did created the position and has been able to
secure large amounts of grant funds to achieve this vision.
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The most telling statement about the need for the vision can be found in
the following comment. School District F's assistant superintendent stated, "...if
[School District E's] grant proposal writer would have walked in here three years
ago I would have enjoyed the interview but there wouldn't have been enough
ground work to say there's a need in the district. Now, though, it matched an
identified need and a growing consensus of a need in the district..." In other
words, the linkage of vision of what the school district can become and how grant
funds can assist in achieving this vision must be in place before the
administration of a school district can be convinced of the benefits of the position.

Need for Extra Funding
In all of the school districts where interviews were conducted, the
researcher's fieldnotes commented on how the staff members appeared to
communicate a clear vision for improving the education of their students. The
interviewees when talking about this vision made the point that the programs
they wished to develop exceeded the current level of traditional funding. This
was the main reason that they stated they had begun to consider grants as a
means of providing the alternative funding for these programs.
At the smaller school districts, comments were made that lead this
researcher to believe that they might not have thought of grants initially as a
method to fund these needs. When they had received funds from the jointly
developed proposals however, they then were aware of the potential for grants to
fund the programs that "...we thought we could only dream about having"
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(School District C) and this is why they were anxious to enter into a formal
contractual agreement for the grant proposal writing services. They now view
grants as a method of funding programs that would not have been possible with
the normal funding methods because at School District C approximately an
additional ten percent and at School District D approximately an additional tiA/enty
percent has been added to the yeariy operational budget from grants.
At the larger and richer school districts, the Robin Hood provisions
(Walker & Casey, 1996) of the state funding formula were causing these school
districts to realize that they would soon be sending money back to the Texas
Education Agency or in one case to have already begun the process of returning
funds. The only method these school districts had to secure extra funds was
from grants because these moneys do not enter into the funding formulas used
by the Texas Education Agency. In other words, "...grants are more important
than other [fiscal] sources because all of these funds stay at [School District G]."
Though the total percentage of operational budgets from grants is not as high as
those in the small school districts, they were the sole source of funding for the
programs. For example from School District G, "All of our after school programs
and ESL programs now come from soft money. Without the Title VII grants
[School District G] couldn't have these programs...! don't know where we would
get the money."
The potential for changes in public school funding to occur in the State of
Texas is again very real. The Lubbock Avalanche-Journal on March 16, 2002,
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reported that, "Perry declares war on 'Robin Hood' law." Governor Rick Perry
stated that the state's school finance system must be reformed. At the annual
conference of the Texas Associated Press Managing Editors Governor Perry
stated, "1 think Robin Hood, basically, is an unworkable and unfair system..."
The governor however, "...did not give details of how the state can funnel more
money to poor districts without raising taxes, saying he trusts legislators to find a
solution." The last time a governor attempted such a change in the system of
school finance the results were the Edgew/ood cases (Walker & Casey, 1996).
So once again, school districts in Texas may be facing funding uncertainties.
Therefore, having a system in place that taps into alternative funding methods
may have great value given what occurred in the 1980s when the Edgewood
cases and legislative responses totally changed the method of funding public
education in the State of Texas. If a school district has developed a system of
grant proposal development, there will be access to funding that would not
otherwise be available.

Developing a Program of Grant Proposal Writing
When this researcher first begun researching the question of "What are
the factors that contribute to a school district's decision to create a grant proposal
writer position?" there were fewer grant proposal writers employed by school
districts than there are currently. Though still not at the level of "common
position", the number of school districts creating the position has grown. The
data for this statement are antidotal, but is made because of the number of
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requests that this researcher has received from other school districts to perform
grant proposal writing functions or to inquire if he knows of anyone who would
perform these services. This number has grown from one every few months to
as many as eighteen in a ten day period after a new Request for Application was
listed on the Texas Education Agency's web site in 2002. Also, the current
literature on the subject of grant proposal writing is changing from "how to" to
"why the position is needed" (Levenson, 2002). The number of advertisements
that this researcher receives on training, professional organizations, and potential
funding sources has grown from a few a year to several per month. Interest in
obtaining grants is clearly increasing, as is the realization that success of a
school district can be enhanced through obtaining the services of a professional
grant proposal writer.
Books like Grant Writing for Dummies are raising the awareness of the
public about the need for the position. Articles like Frye and Reavis (2001; in
press) on creating the position are appearing in professional education
publications. Levenson (2002) went so far as to state that, "School districts must
begin to employ full-time development staff and consultants to assist the schools
in learning how to ask for and obtain major grants..." (p. 29). All of this points in
the direction that more and more individuals are coming to believe the grant
proposal writing position is one that school districts need to add.
The methods for creating a program of grant proposal writing are
becoming known. The reasons a school district would benefit from a program of
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grant proposal writing are becoming clear. What is now needed are studies
similar to this that attempt to answer the question of what factors are needed at a
school district before the creation of the position of grant proposal writer is
undertaken.

Interpretations of Data in Terms of
Grounded Theory and Systems Analysis
"... in research, finding the right questions to ask is half the battle, the idea
being that only after you know clearly just what it is you want to learn can you
proceed to come to grips with your problems" (Pfeiffer, 1968, p. 4). This is the
current level of understanding regarding the grant proposal writing position What questions do researchers need to be asking? Therefore, studying multiple
cases where school districts have created the position or the collective case
study methodology (Stake, 1994) was employed to attempt to build a data base
where the "right questions to be asked" could be determined. This form of
research relies "on the presentation of solid descriptive data, so that the
researcher leads the reader to an understanding of the meaning of the
experience under study" (Janesick, 1994, p. 215). In the final interpretive phase,
the researcher reports the "lessons learned" from the cases (Lincoln & Guba,
1985). Glaser (1978) recommended using this final interpretive phase or
conclusion as an opportunity to show the contribution of the work to formal theory
by "brief comparative analysis with data from experience, knowledge and the
literature, and by raising the conceptual level" (p. 133). In order to accomplish
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this goal of the case study methodology, this researcher will employ techniques
from two theoretical methods: grounded theory and systems analysis.
The methodologies from the grounded theory form of qualitative research
procedures and techniques proposed by Strauss and Corbin (1990) and
developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) were employed in analysis of the
multiple case studies. Though this study will not attempt to develop a grounded
theory and/or a systems analysis concerning the creation of the grant proposal
writer position because the research is currently at "the finding the right questions
to ask" level of understanding, taking the first steps in developing such a
framework should aid in the decision process of school districts which are
considering the creation of the position of grant proposal writer.
The basic factor that was identified when using the lens of grounded
theory and systems analysis to interpret the data was that developing the vision
for what the school district could become was the starting point for determining
whether-or-not the creation of the grant proposal writing position was warranted.
When this researcher begun studying this question, the methodologies from
grounded theory and systems analysis became the framework by which this
understanding of the important role that a vision for what a school district could
become played in the development of the grant writer position. This researcher
believes that this theme was observed because the development of the vision
shows that the administration is operating from a value added (Sergiovanni,
1990) or transforming leadership (Bums, 1978) perspective. This would mean
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that the administration acts proactive towards problems and developing the
solutions. By having developed vision, the school leaders shows they are
"leaders who combine hardheaded realism with a deep commitment to values
and purposes larger than themselves" (Bolman & Deal, 1991, p. xiv). They bring
something more to their school district and one would expect that they would be
on the cutting edge of developments that would allow them to reach their vision.
They exemplify Deal's (1992) statement that "Leaders encourage long-range
vision, spirit, and cohesion when no one is sure about what the right job really is
anymore" (p. 1). If the state will not fund programs at the level where student
needs are effectively met, this type of leader will discover another method to fund
the needed programs to meet all students' needs. In other words, "the
establishment and maintenance of a vision is thought by scholars in leadership
and school effectiveness to be a cornerstone, or absolutely essential to the
functioning of an institution such as an effective school" (Dantiey, 1989, p. 245).
In this researcher's opinion, without this type of vision for what the school
district can become and acting as the guiding force behind the grant proposals
that are written, a successful program of grant proposal writing cannot be
developed. This strong statement is made because of the researcher's unique
position of being School District A's grant proposal writer and the administration
being visionary in the aforementioned sense of the word.
At the suggestion of the interviewees of this study and to allow the reader
to relate to the total concept of the program of grant proposal writing, this
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researcher will provide a limited review of the effects seen at School District A of
having this position. This is applicable because of this researcher's active
participant relationship to School District A that constitutes an autobiographical
forms of self-study research.

Effects of Having a Successful Program
of Grant Proposal Writing
At School District A, a detailed vision of what the school district could
become was developed by the administration. The ability to implement this
vision was limited, however by the available funds; grants were seen as a
method to reach this vision. There has been a program of grant proposal writing
for five years at time of this writing. During this time period, the funding from
grants has surpassed three million dollars and supports numerous programs that
target specific population and general student needs. Examples of these
program are: afterschool and summer programs, character education programs,
class-size reduction programs, comprehensive school reform programs, credit
recovery programs, delinquency prevention programs, English as a Second
Language programs, reading academy programs, and technology enhancement
programs. These programs have allowed the school district's vision that was
initially developed to be achieved and lead to an expanded vision of what the
school district can now become. School District A went from operating under
Texas Education Agency monitoring to achieving a school district exemplary
rating - the highest rating that this agency gives.
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An example of the effects of the success can be found in the summer
school programs that are grant funded. Before the position of grant proposal
writer was created. School District A had no summer programs. The first
summer after the position had been created the first enrichment program for atrisk students was begun. In this fifth year, this number has grown to eleven
different programs targeting multiple student populations and during district and
campus evaluations these programs are seen as a major contributing factor to
the measured success of School District A's students (Pat Henderson, April 29,
2002; personal communication).
The funds generated by grants were seen as having this disproportional
effect on student achievement because they are used almost exclusively for
programs that provide services to the students, their parents, and/or the staff.
Therefore, the approximately one million dollars from funded grants in the
2001/02 school year went to programs which met identified needs from the
campus and district improvement plans. This compares to the approximately
tiA/elve million dollar general budget in the following manner. When salaries and
non-operating expenditures are removed, only 17.3% or approximately tiA/o
milliontiA/ohundred thousand dollars remain. Thus, the grant funds add almost
an additional 50% to the funds available for programs for the students that
provide direct services. This is why grant funds can be used to accelerate the
achievement of a school district vision.
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Future Research
This study was a qualitative study that focused on the development of the
grant proposal writing position at seven school districts. The development of this
study came from this researcher's five-year involvement as one school district's
grant proposal writer and the several pilot studies that were conducted over the
course of study at Texas Tech University for qualitative analysis. The findings of
this study indicated that the creation of a vision for what a school district can
become is the major factor that is needed before a school district creates the
grant proposal writer position. The effects of having a successful program of
grant proposal writing were also discussed.
Further research is needed to replicate these findings so that a grounded
theory and/or system analysis can be developed. Even though this study offered
rich and thick descriptions of the processes that these school districts engaged in
when they were creating or contracting for the grant writer position, more
research is needed to develop a literature base for other types of schools and in
other states that can assist school district decision makers in assessing their
readiness in the creation of this position.
This study was qualitative in nature. Quantitative studies using the same
or similar subjects could be conducted in order to support the findings reported in
this study. The findings of this study provide a framework for other researchers
to formulate hypotheses that could be tested in order to gain further knowledge
into the process of creating the position as well as its effects on the operations of
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a school district. A study that observes more school districts by a researcher
who was not engaging in autobiographical type of study is needed to determine if
this perspective would provide additional insight into the factors related to the
development of the grant proposal writer position.
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